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ABSTRACT
The largest source of loss in efficiency in a conventional arcjet thruster is the energy required
to dissociate and ionize the propellant so that an electric arc can pass through the gas. The
ions do not recombine so the energy required to create them cannot be converted into
thrust. The addition of a small amount of a readily ionizable material such as an alkali
metal should provide adequate electrical conductivity, without the main propellant being
ionized. Simplified analysis predicts that this can cut the frozen losses from nearly fifty
percent to less one percent.
To study in detail the effects of seeding a hydrogen arcjet with cesium, a two-dimensional
numerical model was developed, which accounts for hydrogen molecules, atoms, and ions
and cesium atoms and ions. The electrons are treated as one fluid and the heavy species as a
second, with separate temperatures and a heat transfer rate between the two. The flow was
modelled by Navier-Stokes equations modified to account for thermal and chemical non-
equilibrium, and are numerically integrated by MacCormacks predictor-corrector scheme
on a structured grid, and the elliptical equation for the electric potential was solved by
successive over-relaxation.
The model predicts that it is possible for the seeded arcjet to be run with the cesium
nearly fully ionized but the hydrogen having minimal dissociation or ionization. When the
flow passes through the arc attachment point on the anode, which is a region of high current
density, it was originally feared that the hydrogen may ignite and revert to conventional
operation with all the frozen losses. No evidence was found for such behaviour, even when
run at comparatively high currents.
The cesium was found to be fairly uniformly spread throughout the constrictor, and so
also was the current density, which means that there was no formation of a narrow arc in
the centre of the constrictor as there is in conventional arcjets. This implies that if the
constrictor is made of a conductor the arc will attach at the earliest possible point and not
pass down the length of the constrictor as desired. Consequently the constrictor must be
an insulator for proper operation of a seeded arcjet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why Electric Propulsion?
At present most propulsion needs in space are fulfilled by chemical thrusters such as hy-
drazine monopropellant for stationkeeping, MMH and nitrogen tetroxide for attitude con-
trol, liquid oxygen and hydrogen for launchers like the space shuttles main engine, and
powdered aluminium and ammonium perchlorate for solid propellant boosters.
The thrust of a rocket is given by the mass flow rate times the effective exhaust velocity.
F = rhue (1.1)
where
eq = Ue + (Pe Pa) Ae (1.2)
Pa being the ambient pressure, Pe the pressure of the flow at the nozzle exit, rh the mass
flow rate, Ue the nozzle exit velocity, and Ae the area of the nozzle exit.
The exhaust velocity of a chemical thruster is limited by the energy stored within the
chemical bonds of the propellants. Reacting hydrogen with oxygen gives an exhaust velocity
of about 4500 ms - 1 . To achieve a higher exhaust velocity more energy could be supplied
by using nuclear reactions or by adding energy from an external source such as electrical
power.
Electric propulsion systems utilize a power source unrelated to the propellant such as
solar panels or radioisotope thermal generators, and then use power conditioning equipment
to regulate the current or the voltage supplied to the thruster. Unfortunately current
power generation and conditioning equipment tends to be heavy resulting in a low thrust
to weight ratio for the system compared to chemical thrusters as can be seen in figure 1-1.
This means electric propulsion would be unsuitable for launch craft, but in a microgravity
environment the higher Ip would make electric thrusters the optimal choice for missions
such as stationkeeping, orbital manoeuvreing, and interplanetary travel.
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Figure 1-1: Specific Impulse versus Thrust-to-Weight Ratio of Various Propulsion Systems
Isp = Ueq, (1.3)
g
where g is the acceleration due to gravity at sea level.
1.2 Why Arcjets?
Most electric thrusters use one of three general principles: electrothermal, electromagnetic,
or electrostatic. Electrothermal thrusters such as resistojets and arcjets use electricity
simply to heat up the propellant. The thermal energy is then converted to kinetic energy
by expanding the gas in a nozzle. Resistojets pass electric current through a wire in the
flow, and the heat created by resistive work is transfered to the propellant. Arcjets heat the
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propellant by passing an electric arec through the working fluid itself. Other concepts include
heating by microwaves, radio waves, or laser. The thrust attainable by electrothermal
thrusters is limited by the melting point of the thruster walls, which limits the temperature
of the propellant and hence the thrust. Typical specific impulses for electrothermal thrusters
are in the range 300 to 1600 seconds.
Electromagnetic thrusters overcome the limitations of electrothermal thrusters by ac-
celerating ions with magnetic fields. An example of such a thruster is a Magnetoplasma-
dynamic (MPD) thruster which works in a similar manner to arcjets, but at much higher
power and lower pressure, so that the radial current between the anode and cathode induces
a magnetic field in the azimuthal direction. The Lorentz force E x B accelerates ions in the
axial direction, and collisions between ions and neutrals create a bulk axial motion of the
propellant which can provide specific impulses up to 5000 seconds.
An example of an electrostatic thruster is the ion engine which operates by ionizing
the propellant and then accelerating the ions through a large potential difference between
perforated grids. The ion beam created is then neutralised by some device that emits
electrons. Ion engines can provide specific impulses of 2000 to 10000 seconds, but tend to
have very low mass flow rates due to space charge limitations between the grids. Different
missions will have different optimum specific impulses. Figure 1-2 from Sutton [48] shows
the typical missions where different electric thrusters provide the optimum specific impulse.
Resistojets are also electrothermal, and can be highly efficient, so the question arises as
to why one would use a seeded arcjet over a resistojet. The simple answer is that arcjets have
a higher specific impulse for a given power supplied, with approximately the same efficiency.
Another point is that resistojets since they only supply energy by heating from the walls,
which therefore have to be hotter than the flow, require a very long constrictor with a
length to diameter ratio of order of a thousand. Arcjets however, heat the gas internally
so the fluid is hotter than the walls, and the energy is deposited in a much shorter span,
so the constrictor need only have a length to diameter ratio of order ten. This results in
much lower viscous losses, since the boundary layer doesn't have as much distance in which
to grow. Wall temperature is a limiting factor in thruster design due to the limitations of
materials. This leads to the important point that for a given wall temperature, since the
arcjet can have a hotter internal flow, whereas the resistojet must have a cooler internal
flow, that the arcjet will have a higher specific impulse. The long length of resistojets also
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Figure 1-2: Approximate Regimes of Application of Various Electric Propulsion Systems
(from Sutton)
means that a high pressure difference is required to drive the gas through the thruster,
whereas in arcjets a much smaller pressure drop is required.
1.3 Conventional Arcjets
1.3.1 Arcjet Physics
Figure 1-3 shows the entire assembly of the Olin Aerospace MR-508 1.8 kW hydrazine
thruster including the propellant feed. The full system also requires a power conditioning
unit. The nozzle section is only a small part of the whole assembly.
Figure 1-4 shows a simplified diagram of an arcjet. The basic principle is to heat the gas
by passing an electric current between the anode and the central cathode. The arc is created
by a high voltage spike which breaks down the propellant creating ions and electrons which
can carry the current. The power conditioning unit then adjusts the current or voltage to its
desired level. The potential difference strongly accelerates the electrons which transfer their
energy to the ions and neutral species through collisions, heating the gas to temperatures
of up to 30000 Kelvin in the core of the constrictor. Expanding the plasma through the
nozzle converts the thermal energy to kinetic energy i.e. thrust.
Figure 1-3: Olin Aerospace MR-508 1.8kW Hydrazine Thruster
The anode is contoured to create a narrow passage called the constrictor, through which
the arec passes, and the nozzle for accelerating the gas. The cathode is a cylindrical rod
with a conical tip. The constrictor stabilizes the arec in a central position, and injecting
the propellant with azimuthal swirl is also thought to stabilize the arc. The electrodes
are typically made of tungsten due to its high melting point of 3680 K. The cathode is
often impregnated with two percent thorium to decrease the work function, and the conical
tip focuses the current attachment to a small region enhancing the thermionic emission of
electrons.
In a conventional arcjet the electric arc passes along the core of the constrictor creating
high current density, electrical conductivity, and temperature. In the outer flow near the
walls the temperature will be much lower at about 1000 K. Within the core the gas is
highly dissociated and ionized, whereas it will be nearly all molecular in the outer region.
Steep gradients in the properties occur in a transition region between the core and outer
flow. Most of the propellant flows through the outer region, whereas most of the energy is
deposited in the core. Figure 1-5 shows the gas temperature profile in the constrictor as
modelled by Scott Miller [32], and figure 1-6 shows the density profile.
Since the fluid inside the constrictor is partially ionized, plasma sheaths will be present
at the walls. Large potential drops can exist across the plasma sheaths as in figure 1-7. The
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Figure 1-4: Basic Arcjet Thruster Diagram
near-electrode regions I and V are the potential drops across the sheaths, and are on the
order of an electron mean free path in width. Inside the sheaths quasineutrality does not
hold and the net space charge can create an electric field orders of magnitude greater than
in the arec column III. Regions II and IV are transition regions between the sheaths and the
arc column, where quasineutrality holds but comparatively large potential gradients still
exist. In region III (the arec column), gradients in plasma properties are much lower [36].
In a conventional arcjet, where the are is localised in the core, gradients in properties of
the plasma between the core and outer region cause outward diffusion of ions and electrons
and heat conduction. In steady state to maintain the density, neutrals diffuse inwards and
a balance is set up between the ionization rate in the core and the loss of charged particles
by outward diffusion and subsequent recombination.
An electric arec can attach itself to an electrode in either a diffuse attachment or a
spot attachment. With diffuse attachment the electric arec is spread over a relatively wide
area, so the current density is moderate, whereas spot attachments are characterized by
high (109 - 1012 Am - 2) current densities at a very localised attachment region, sometimes
with rapid motion of the arec foot. Arc attachment on arcjet cathodes is usually spot
attachment, and the conical tip intensifies the local electric field since the field lines must
remain perpendicular to the cathodes equipotential surface. This enhanced electric field
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Figure 1-5: Temperature Profile in an Arcjet Constrictor.
increases the thermionic emission of electrons from the cathode tip, and accelerates the
electrons away from the tip which constricts the current flow. The very intense currents
experienced during startup heat the cathode tip, boiling some of it away and reducing the
electric field intensity and creating a stable arc attachment condition.
In addition to the thermionic and field emission of electrons at the cathode tip ions
contribute to the current as well, providing about 15-20% of the total current. Tungsten is
a good thermionic emitter, due to its relatively low surface work function of 4.5 volts, and
alloying with thorium which has a work function of 3.35V reduces the work function further.
The enhanced field thermionic emission is given by the Richardson-Dushman equation as
modified by Schottky [36],
s = 6 x 10 Texp - ec - r , A/m2 (1.4)
where E is the electric field strength in Vm - 1, Tc is the temperature of the cathode in K,
and Oc is the work function of the cathode material, in volts. The magnitude of the current
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Figure 1-6: Density Profile in an Arcjet Constrictor.
due to pure field emission is given by the Fowler-Nordheim equation [36]
E2  [ 6.83 x 109 (e_) 3 .79jFN = 1.54 x 10- 6  exp - f x 10-5  A/2 (1.5)
eoc E e~c
where E is in units of V/m, e'c is in eV, and f is a function which decreases from f (0) = 1
to f (1) = 0.
The anode within an arcjet is a passive collector of current, and the current attachment
at the anode can be of either the spot or the diffuse kind. Diffuse attachment can be the
result of a constant low current density discharge, while the spot kind of attachment can
come in the form of a sporadic high current density discharge. It has been postulated that
the current attachment at the anode may be a 3-dimensional effect, as current "spokes"
may appear, with rotation of the spokes occurring due to the applied swirl velocity and
due to motion of the high temperature area of the arc discharge with respect to the gas
[30, 31]. This phenomenon has some theoretical basis, but, at this time, it is difficult if
not impossible to prove this phenomenon experimentally. The anode sheath region is very
similar to the cathode sheath region, with the notable exception that the current is carried
almost exclusively by the electrons, resulting in a net negative space charge. The voltage
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Figure 1-7: Potential Drops within an Arc Discharge
drop in the anode sheath, Vc, can be positive or negative, depending on the magnitude of
the collected current.
The performance is strongly dependent upon the propellant used. Firstly, for a given
amount of energy deposited the thrust will be higher for propellants of low mass, and
secondly, less energy is required to ionize the propellant if it has low dissociation and
ionization energies.
E= mv (1.6)
2
F = rhv = r E (1.7)
m
Hydrogen gives the highest specific impulse due to its low weight, but carries with it the
problem that as a cryogenic fuel it requires heavy and costly storage and refrigeration equip-
ment. Hydrazine (N 2H4 ) has no storage problems since it is a liquid at room temperature,
and is also highly volatile. Therefore it is currently the most commonly used propellant for
arcjets.
1.3.2 Sources of Loss in Efficiency
Potential Drops at Electrodes
There are two main sources of loss in efficiency in arcjets. The first is voltage drops across
the electric sheaths at the electrodes. Since quasineutrality does not hold within the sheaths
much stronger electric fields are present than in the arec column, so even over the very small
distance of the sheath they can create a potential drop comparable to that across the main
arc column. In the numerical model by Miller [32] of a radiation cooled arcjet running on
hydrogen at a flow rate of 0.1gs- 1 with an applied current of 100A generating a voltage of
115V hence a power input of 11.50KW, the potential drop was calculated as 14.6V causing
a power loss to the anode of 1.46KW. This is nearly 13% of the total potential drop and
power input.
Frozen Losses
The largest source of loss in efficiency is frozen losses. To be able to pass a current through
the working fluid, it first needs to be dissociated into its component atoms, which in turn
need to be ionized to create electrons and ions which can conduct the current. The ions
and dissociated atoms are blown out the back of the thruster before they have time to
recombine, so the energy required to dissociate and ionize the propellant is lost, and cannot
be converted into thrust. More specifically, as the gas is expanded and accelerated in
the nozzle it cools, but the residence time in the nozzle is significantly shorter than the
recombination timescale, so the atomic and charged species in the plasma do not have time
to relax to their equilibrium values and the gas is said to be in frozen flow. In Miller's
baseline simulation [32] he calculated that 30.0% of the exit plane energy flux was in the
form of dissociation energy, and 17.5% in the form of ionization energy. Thus fully 47.5%
of the energy was lost in frozen losses. With thermal energy at 12.7%, only 39.2% of the
exit plane energy flux was in the form of axial kinetic energy.
One strategy that has been employed to reduce frozen losses is to run the arcjet at
high pressure, which lowers the chamber dissociation level and increases the recombination
rate in the nozzle [20]. Figure 1-8 shows the effect of pressure on frozen flow efficiency
calculated using a simplified one dimensional model [19], where the frozen flow efficiency
has been defined as the ratio of enthalpy converted to jet kinetic energy to that imparted
in the chamber assuming no recombination in the nozzle.
h, - he
rlfrozen = he (1.8)
where he is enthalpy in the chamber and he is the enthalpy at the exit.
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Figure 1-8: Theoretical Variation of Frozen Flow Eficiency with Specific Impulse for Hy-
drogen at Various Pressures.
The disadvantages of operating at high pressure are increased stress on the hot chamber
walls and erosion of the nozzle throat. Smaller orifices are also required which leads to
higher arec temperatures and thus increased radiation losses.
1.4 Seeding Arcjets with an Alkali Metal
The frozen losses in an arcjet create the largest loss of efficiency in the system. The idea of
seeding is to add a small amount of an easily ionizable material to the flow which produces
the electrons required to pass the electric current. This concept is commonly used in mag-
netohydrodynamic power conversion to obtain good electrical conductivity without ionizing
the working gas [43]. Figure 1-9 shows the variation of the conductivity of hydrogen seeded
with 0.1% cesium per mole as a function of temperature at various pressures.
Using cesium as an example of an alkali metal, in the gas phase it is atomic so has no
dissociation energy and is readily ionizable with an ionization energy of 3.89eV compared to
hydrogen with a dissociation energy of 4.5eV per hydrogen molecule and an ionization en-
ergy of 13.6eV per hydrogen atom. The difference in ionization energies means that cesium
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to ionize until the temperature reaches 7000K. If the arcjet can be run at electron temper-
atures between these limits then the buffer hydrogen should remain at least atomic whilst
the cesium seed is fully ionized. In arcjets the electrons and heavy species are typically not
in thermal equilibrium with the heavy species such as ions, atoms, and molecules possessing
a lower temperature. This means that if the temperature of the heavy species can be kept
lower than that of the electrons then it should be possible to keep the hydrogen molecular
with no significant dissociation. Since the alkali metal is much more easily ionized and only
a very small amount of it would be used, the amount of energy put into dissociating and
ionizing the gas is greatly reduced. Quasi one-dimensional simulations of cesium seeded hy-
drogen arejet thrusters by Oyerokun [34] in some cases predict frozen losses of less than one
percent compared to the near fifty percent frozen losses in a conventional arcjet. Although
the specific impulse is slightly reduced due to the presence of the heavy alkali metal in the
flow, Oyerokun predicted a specific impulse of about 850s with negligible frozen losses using
a two percent cesium mass fraction.
a two percent cesium mass fraction.
1.5 Aims of this Research
The quasi one-dimensional numerical model of Oyerokun [34] predicted the effective erad-
ication of frozen losses, making alkali seeding a very promising concept, but left a number
of questions unanswered. To address these questions Oyerokun began a stability analysis
of the governing equations and I began work on a fully two dimensional numerical model.
One drawback of operating the arcjet at a lower temperature was a reduced specific
impulse. It was felt that raising the temperature and allowing some hydrogen to dissociate
would improve the specific impulse, but might lead to ionization instabilities which would
cause the arcjet to undergo a transition back to conventional operation. Oyerokun's stabil-
ity analysis of the system predicted the ceiling on electron temperature of approximately
7000K, and that when operating the seeded arcjet at higher gas temperatures, whilst rais-
ing the specific impulse it reduced the electron temperature at which hydrogen ionization
instability occurred,making ionization more likely.
With the level of approximation used in Oyerokun's models the physics modelled did not
address several issues one of which was in the physics near the electrodes, in particular the
possibility of a buffer ionization instability when passing though the electric arec attachment
region. The electric arc has to attach to the anode at some point downstream of the
constrictor, where there will be a region of high current density and therefore of strong
heating as can be seen in figure 1-10 showing the electron temperature of a conventional
arcjet as modelled by Miller. [32]
There was an important question as to whether the buffer hydrogen would ignite (i.e.
dissociate and ionize) when it passed through the arec attachment region. If the hydrogen
did ignite then the thruster would convert back to conventional operation and all the frozen
losses would be back again.
Another important concern is the effect of viscosity which was left out of the quasi 1-D
model in favour of a restriction on the channel length. Since seeded arcjets are designed
to be run at much lower temperatures, and thus lower electrical conductivity, the ohmic
power deposited per unit volume is lower. Consequently, to deposit a comparable amount
of energy into the flow as a conventional arcjet, the constrictor must be longer to give more
distance over which power is deposited. Oyerokun [34] in his quasi 1-D model, integrated
the equations until the flow reached sonic conditions, and obtained constrictor length to
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Figure 1-10: Electron Temperature in the Arc Attachment Region of a Conventional Arcjet
Thruster
diameter ratios of around ten. With such long constrictors viscous effects may well become
important.
The quasi 1-D model assumed equilibrium chemistry, but the work of Miller [32] showed
significant non-equilibrium effects, so these should be incorporated into future models.
Losses from radiation were also neglected in the 1-D model.
Finally, the quasi 1-D model assumed that since the charged species were provided
by the near fully ionized cesium, rather than ionization of the buffer gas, that electrical
conductivity would be relatively even throughout the constrictor, and hence the current
density would be uniform through the channel and not form into a narrow arc core in the
centre of the constrictor. Whether or not a constriction to form a core will occur requires
a fully two dimensional model.
The two dimensional model was to address these issues and provide a reasonably accurate
prediction of seeded arcjet performance and internal plasma physics.
1.6 Thesis Overview
The multi-fluid non-equilibrium numerical model of Miller [32] with some of the adaptations
of Benson [3] was initially rewritten to include just a cesium ion species, since it was believed
at the time that the cesium would be ionized very rapidly to nearly full ionization as soon
as it entered the thruster.
The cesium ions were originally included as a separate fluid with their own momentum
equations as there was a question over whether due to its much higher mass, the cesium ions
would be centrifuged to the outside of the channel. The cesium ions were also originally
given their own energy equation, but calculations rapidly showed that all heavy species
(not electrons) were very strongly coupled in their temperature, and that departures in
their temperatures would be damped out on timescales much faster than the flow equations.
Consequently a separate energy equation is not required, and the cesium ions can be treated
as having the same temperature as the hydrogen fluid. The momentum of the cesium ions
were similarly found to be very strongly coupled to the hydrogen species in all regions of
the flow. The coupling caused severe problems with numerical stability and consequently
the three fluid model which had been developed was abandoned in favour of a two fluid
model with an electron fluid and a heavy species fluid. At this time the stability analysis
of Oyerokun [34] was predicting a significant fraction of unionized cesium at the entrance
to the constrictor so in writing the two fluid model an atomic cesium species was included.
The code itself uses Navier-Stokes equations for each fluid, modified for chemically
reacting flow. The finite differenced flow equations are then integrated by McCormack's
method, and the electric potential equation is solved by successive over-relaxation. The
system also includes thermal and chemical non-equilibrium.
Miller [32] found that the addition of an anode heat balance had no significant effect on
the overall performance and minimal effect on the internal flow, so this was left out until
converged solutions were obtained, to save on computational effort. Similarly, to accu-
rately model the radiative losses by including a radiative transfer model is computationally
expensive, and is not a dominant heat transfer mechanism, so was left for later.
Chapter two of this thesis gives the derivation of the governing equations, and chapter
three details the numerical scheme and discretised equations. Chapter four then details the
results obtained by the model.
Chapter 2
Governing Equations
In this chapter the equations governing the flow inside an alkali seeded hydrogen arcjet
thruster are derived from moments of Boltzmann's Equation for the flow, and Maxwell's
Equations for the electric field. After deriving the equations for conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy, the equation of state is modelled as are dissociation and ionization
processes, and the molecular transport properties. The derivations draw heavily on the texts
by Miller [32], Benson [3], Oyerokun [34], Mitchner and Kruger [33], Hirshfelder, Curtiss,
and Bird [17], and Bittencourt [4].
2.1 Maxwell's Equations
Maxwell's equations in a medium would be difficult to implement for the ionized gas due
to the complex motion of the charges which make it hard to evaluate the permittivity and
permeability of the medium [9]. Since the working substance is a gas there is little error
in using Maxwell's equations in a vacuum to describe the behaviour of the electromagnetic
field.
V. = (2.1)
Vx at (2.2)
V B= 0, (2.3)
V x B = Po (J+ o ) (2.4)
where Pc is the charge density, co is the permittivity of free space, po is the permeability of
free space, J is the current density, and E and B are the electric and magnetic fields.
2.2 Boltzmann's Equation
In the kinetic theory of gases a distribution function, f,(X, i, t), is used to describe the
fraction of particles in an ensemble possessing a velocity V at a location F and time t. The
rate of change of this distribution is described by Boltzmann's equation.
+ -Vf,6 + V,= , (2.5)8t m, Co llu'
where F, is the applied body forces, and Vv is the gradient operator in velocity space.
The term on the right hand side of the equation represents the time rate of change of the
distribution function due to collisions, and can be a complicated function of the distribution
functions of the various species present, their relative velocities, and collision cross-sections.
The macroscopic conservation equations can be derived by taking the appropriate mo-
ments of the Boltzmann equation. We begin by multiplying Equation 2.5 by some quantity
s, (, V, t) , which may vary with position, velocity, and time. By integrating over all velocity
space, the general transport equation is obtained:
(n5 < Ws, >) - n, < -- > +V.- (n, < Vo9 v >) - n, < .V-4 , >t at
- n < Fs - VV >= 8f l d3 v, (2.6)
where (< >) indicates the average value of a quantity in velocity space. The integration
reduces the problem from one in six-dimensional phase space and time to one in three-
dimensional coordinate space and time. The conservation equations for each species can be
obtained by taking ,s as the correct quantity associated with mass, momentum, and energy.
Global equations can then be obtained by summation of species equations. For pressures
below about 103 atmospheres, binary collisions dominate which simplifies the collisional
term.
Using equation 2.6, the species mass conservation equations can be obtained by taking
p =-- mS.
+ V (pus) = S = m) d3 v, (2.7)
at + (SS t coil
where ui, is the net bulk velocity of the species, and S, is a volumetric source term repre-
senting the rate of production of mass of species s due to collisions.
The momentum equation comes from taking cp, = m,V'.
apsis - - f(fs d3 v. (2.8)
+ V - (pS 8,G) + V p., - n. < Fs >= A = mf Vco . (2.8)
An alternate form of the species momentum equation may be obtained by expanding the
momentum flow dyad and substituting Equation 2.7.
S u8  ]Pa[ [- +(,.V + -nu<s] >=V8 <F-,Ai S 8 . (2.9)
The term =, is the kinetic pressure tensor, comprised of the scalar pressure, p,, and the
shear stresses. The quantity A 8 represents the collisional change of momentum of species
s. The body force of interest in arcjets is the Lorentz force:
< Fs >= qs +, x B). (2.10)
The collisional momentum term can be thought of as the average rate of loss of momentum
from particles of species s to the particles of all other species, and can be approximated as
As= P--.r± ( -iis), (2.11)
where -sr is an average collision frequency between species s and species r, and mr is the
reduced mass of species s and species r. Inserting Equations 2.10 and 2.11 into Equations
2.8 and 2.9 yields two forms of the species momentum equation,
oa + v (p8 JU) + V . = nq, ( + 4, x ) + p r ( - r ) , (2.12)
which is in conservative form, and
PsL+ +S V. ViSU ] -+'. Ss. (2.13)
Finally, the species energy conservation equation can be found by substituting p, =
mav 2 into the general transport equation.
a (3 1 2) +V (3 U) ]+V.s. )
5i pS + p2P .9 2 pi + pu + V-Us-
+ V -q - n, < F8 -'>= M,, (2.14)
where
M, = m, v2 (f ) d3v (2.15)
represents the rate of energy transfer per unit volume due to collisions and q = -rVT, is
the heat flux vector for species s. M, can be approximated as
Ms = +PSSr [3k (Tr - T) + m, Ir - ul 2], (2.16)
where k is Boltzmann's constant.
As written, Equation 2.14 only applies to ideal particles with translational energy only,
and doesn't apply to particles with additional energy, such as molecules possessing energy
in internal vibrational and rotational modes. The rigorous derivation of the energy equation
for particles with internal degrees of freedom is discussed in chapter 11 of Chapman and
Cowling [7], and results in the following energy equation:
dt fPs + pu +,pses,int +V - Ps + e PsUs + Pses,int + " (s - u8)
+ V. - n. < F, - >= P8 s r [3k (T - T) + Mr ,I - I 2  (2.17)
Here e8,int represents the average internal energy per unit mass of species s, including
vibrational, rotational, dissociation, and ionization energies where necessary. When the
Lorentz force (Equation 2.10) is substituted into Equation 2.17, the terms including the
magnetic field vanish, and the species energy equation becomes:
S(i + P +pesint +V [(Ps + TPs +pss,int ] + V .( ,)
+ V- = E r+ M+ [3k(Tr - T)+ rMrU us 2, (2.18)
r m + mr
where J, = n,qu,4 is the current density carried by species s.
This equation may be further simplified by defining a total energy per unit mass:
E, = 3p + u2 + es,int, (2.19)
2 p, 2
where 3 s is the energy per unit mass due to random motion of the particles, 1 represents2 ps
the kinetic energy per unit mass due to directed motion, and e,,int is the internal energy
per unit mass. Inserting Equation 2.19 into Equation 2.18 results in:
a
S(pE,) + V - (pssEs) + V - ( -~i) - V - (r,VT) = s -E + Ms. (2.20)
2.3 Arcjet Flow Model
The macroscopic conservation equations along with an equation of state form a closed set
on coupled nonlinear differential equations which can be tailored to solve the flow within
an electrothermal arcjet. In general the equations are a modified form of the Navier-Stokes
equations as applied to a multi-species chemically reacting flow. The model as originally
derived by Miller takes into account viscous effects, heat conduction, ambipolar diffusion,
Ohmic heating, and collisional energy transfer between electrons and heavy species.
2.3.1 Simplifying Assumptions
Although three-dimensional effects probably do occur within arcjets, the set of equations
makes the numerical solution in three dimensions very computationally intensive, for any
numerical scheme. Fortunately, a great deal of information can be obtained by restricting
the physics to a two-dimensional axisymmetric flow. Taking the azimuthal derivatives to
be negligible, terms involving y can be eliminated. The terms which are constant in 0 but
vary in z and r should be retained. In particular, an azimuthal "swirl" velocity component
is retained, since in most experimental arcjets the propellant is injected into the plenum
with some swirl velocity. It is believed that this swirl component stabilizes the are during
startup.
When any partially ionized gas is in contact with a solid wall, electrically non-neutral
sheaths form on the solid surfaces. As discussed in Section 1.3.1, these sheath regions
within an arcjet thruster are typically very small for the range of temperatures and pressures
usually found. Due to this fact, the sheath regions are neglected, and the grid boundaries are
treated as sheath boundaries. Within the flow, quasi-neutrality (ne ; ni) is assumed. The
assumption of quasi-neutrality not only makes the calculation of some physical quantities
much simpler, but it also reduces the number of necessary mass conservation equations by
one.
Another major assumption that is used within this research concerns the temperatures
of the various species. Each species within the internal flow of an arcjet can, possibly,
have its own translational temperature. In other words, each species can have a different
temperature corresponding to its own random thermal motions. In addition, molecules and
other complex particles can have temperatures associated with internal degrees of freedom
(such as vibrational or rotational modes) which are not in thermal equilibrium with the
translational temperature. For simplicity, all the heavy species in this work are assumed
to be in translational thermal equilibrium with one another, and the temperatures of the
various internal modes are assumed to be in equilibrium with this translational tempera-
ture. The exception to this is the electron temperature. An electron temperature which
is different from the other temperatures is important in the non-equilibrium production of
charge carriers, especially from the buffer gas, and in conventional arcjets. It is also vital for
the accurate modelling of the arec attachment to the anode, where the electron temperature
may be significantly higher than the heavies temperature.
The final major assumption within this research concerns the self-induced magnetic field,
which within an arcjet can be taken to be negligible. This assumption can be quantified by
relating the fluid pressure to the magnetic field pressure, defined as
PB B (2.21)
2po
The ratio of the fluid pressure to the magnetic pressure
= o njkTj (2.22)B2/2#o '
provides a measure of the importance of the self-induced magnetic field [9]. Assuming a
coaxial current flow through an area of radius Ro, /3o becomes
87r2 R 2 E njkT
/3o = 02 (2.23)Pol
For arcjets, /po is typically large, which means that the induced magnetic field has little
effect on the flow. For example, the German TT1 thruster, which operates at p - 1.5
atmospheres, for a current flow of 100 amperes and Ro = 2mm (the cathode radius),
/o = 3.8 x 103 . For comparison, a typical MPD thruster may have a current flow within the
arc of I = 30, 000 A, operating at a pressure of about 10-2 atm. If we take Ro = 5.2 cm,
as is the case in the MPD thruster of Heimerdinger [15], 1o = 0.2 .
2.4 Fluid Properties
2.4.1 Equation of State
In this research, each species is assumed to behave as an ideal gas. For the range of
temperatures and pressures expected in this research, this is a good approximation.
Ps = n,kT, = psRsTs, (2.24)
where R, = L is the gas constant specific to species s in units of JKg-1 K - 1 .
2.4.2 Global Properties
Global equations describing the properties of the fluid as a whole are obtained by summing
species equations for mass, momentum, and energy. The total density is thus
P = Ps (2.25)
and the flow velocity is mass averaged as
U = -_ psPsG, (2.26)
P s
where ', is the species velocity relative to the laboratory reference frame. Using this
definition the species velocities can be written as the sum of the global velocity and a slip
velocity.
's = U + Va, (2.27)
where , is the species slip velocity, relative to the mass averaged velocity. From Equations
2.26 and 2.27, it can be easily shown that the slip velocities obey the relation
pS, = 0. (2.28)
In this research the slip velocity will be the velocity of mass diffusion.
The global pressure is given by the sum of the partial pressures of the various species,
p = p, = Ep psRsTs. (2.29)
8 8
In terms of the species pressure tensor, =, the scalar pressure, p
, 
is defined as one third of
the trace of the pressure tensor, or, in other words, the mean value of the diagonal elements
of the pressure tensor:
Ps = ~(P9ll + Ps22 + Ps33) . (2.30)
Using this definition, the pressure tensor can be separated into two parts:
PS = P.j - -s (2.31)
where I is an identity matrix, and 7, is the viscous stress tensor for species s. As with the
other global quantities, the global pressure tensor can be defined as the sum of the species
pressure tensor:
P= Z= (PsP-I ) = p- T. (2.32)
8 8
Using Equation 2.27, the total current density can be written as
J = ii, nq, + n, q, V. (2.33)
8 8
The first term on the right hand side is the convection current density, which is due to
convection of net space charge. The second term is the conduction current density, which
occurs because of differing slip velocities. For a quasi-neutral plasma, the first term vanishes,
leaving
J= nqV,. (2.34)
Many bulk properties such as the transport properties depend on the fraction of mass
or moles of each species present in the mixture. Consequently it is useful to define mass
and mole fractions. The mass fractions are given as
Pi Pi (2.35)
where p is the mass density, so for the arcjet model
YH 2 + YH + YH+ + YCs + YCs+ + Ye = 1
but the mass of electrons is negligible compared to the heavy species so it is more convenient
to use
YH 2 + YH + YH+ + YCs + YCs+ , 1. (2.36)
Similarly the mole fractions are given as
ni niXi = - = (2.37)
where n is the number density, so for the arcjet model
XH 2 + ZH + XH+ + XCs XCs+ + Xe = 1
but due to quasineutrality ne = nH+ + nCs+ so
XH 2 + XH + XCs + 2 (XH+ + xcs+) = 1. (2.38)
Conversion between mass and mole fractions can be simply done according to
yi/mi
zE =
Ei yi/mi
iXimi
Zi" ]i ximi
(2.39)
(2.40)
where mi is the mass of species i.
2.4.3 Specific Heats
The ratio of specific heats for the plasma as a whole, 7, is required in the calculation of the
Mach number and in obtaining the stability criteria used in calculating the time step for
integrating the fluid equations. According to thermodynamics, a particle has kT of internal
energy per degree of freedom [44] so the total internal energy is U = fNkT = f nRT. The
molar specific heat at constant volume is the change in energy per change in temperature
per mole at constant volume, Cv = - = a (IfRT) = 2R .The molar specific heat
at constant pressure is given by Cp = Cv + R = f-2R hence the ratio of specific heats
7 = = L. For a gas composed of monatomic particles, the particles only have three
degrees of freedom corresponding to the three possible mutually perpendicular directions
of motion in space. Diatomic particles on the other hand have fully 14 degrees of freedom.
However most of the degrees of freedom are frozen out at low temperatures, so do not
contribute to the specific heat. As the temperature is increased more modes of storing
energy come into effect as can be seen in figure 2-1 for hydrogen taken from Sears and
Salinger [44].
Figure 2-1: Experimental Values of Cv/R for Hydrogen as a Function of Temperature.
The characteristic temperature for rotation of H 2 perpendicular to the bond axis is
Or = 85.5 K and the temperature for vibration is 8, = 6140 K. The temperatures
associated with the other modes are high enough such that in most circumstances H2 will
dissociate into its component H atoms before they are excited. Consequently in an arcjet
the two rotational modes can be considered fully excited and the vibrational mode must be
accounted for as a function of temperature. Kestin and Dorfman [22] give the specific heat
associated with vibration as
2 2
T = 2T . (2.41)
(R vib eT - 12 2T
The specific heats associated with each mode of energy add so y = 1 + = 1 +
R so for H2 the ratio of specific heats will be
CVtranstion +CVrotation +CVvibration
2 = 1 + (2.42)
2 ( e 
_ 
1 ) 2 
'
where 0 = -u. For mixtures the specific heat averages by the number of moles of each
species present so that
S= xS,4, 8  [J mol-1 K-]. (2.43)
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Thus for a mixture of monatomic species with H2 the ratio of specific heats is
XH 2  + (1 - H27 = (2.44)
XH2 (2+C) + (1-XH 2 )'(.4
where XH2 is the mole fraction of H2 and ( is the vibrational specific heat of H2 as given in
equation 2.41.
2.5 Electric Potential Equation
The electric potential equation can be derived utilizing the species momentum equation
(Equation 2.13) and Maxwell's equations. By summing over all species and using the
definition of current density (Equation 2.34) and electrical conductivity (cf. Section 2.10.5),
the generalized Ohm's law for a partially ionized, collision-dominated gas may be obtained
[33]:
a + u*xB + = J+ 3efx + sbx (fx ) , (2.45)
en, ( 9)
where b= and VPe is the electron pressure gradient. In this equation, the definitions of
electron Hall parameter,
eB
e = B (2.46)
me Er Ver
ion Hall parameter,
i = qiB , (2.47)
mi Er i,.
and ion slip factor,
= P _ ei (2.48)
have been used; where qi is the ion charge magnitude, Mrain = is the reduced mass
of an ion and a neutral, and Pn is the total density of the neutral species. Assuming that
only electrons carry the current is a good assumption in collision-dominated plasmas, and
neglecting the magnetic field the generalized Ohm's law simplifies to
J= aE + VPe, (2.49)
where
a e
a e (2.50)
ene me Er -Per
is the electron mobility.
Since the plasma is macroscopically neutral and the self-induced magnetic field is negli-
gible, Maxwell's equations reduce to V -E = 0 and V x E = 0. Therefore, the electric field
vector may be written as the gradient of a scalar potential:
E= -VO. (2.51)
In addition, V. J = 0 due to charge conservation. Inserting Equation 2.51 into Equation
2.49, and noting that the divergence of the current density is zero, we obtain the electric
potential equation:
V. (UaV - Vpe) = 0. (2.52)
Written in a cylindrical coordinate system, and neglecting azimuthal gradients, the potential
equation is found to be
1 a rarr  + a ) = -- re + ( ) (2.53)r 5r ar Oz az r Or "r z az
2.6 Mass Conservation Equations
Using Equation 2.7, the species mass conservation equation can be written as
ops
+ V (pisG) = mi, (2.54)
where h, represents the net rate of production of species s per unit volume. In axisymmetric
coordinates, the species mass conservation equation becomes
0 ps Opsuar PsUar ps usz
+ Or + r + = m,, (2.55)t ar r az
where Usr = ur + Vsr and usz = uz + Vsz. The diffusion velocities are calculated as in Section
2.10.2.
In the seeded arcjet modelling hydrogen was chosen as the buffer gas due to its low
weight hence high specific impulse, and cesium was chosen as the seed due to its low ion-
ization potential and good electrical conductivity at low temperatures. The code should be
reasonably easy to alter to model other diatomic buffer and atomic seed combinations such
as nitrogen with potassium. In the three fluid model the cesium was initially predicted to
be all but fully ionized within the thruster so only cesium ions were modelled, although
cesium atoms were later included in the two fluid model. For hydrogen the species H2, H,
and H+ were to be accounted for, with H-, H2+ and more exotic species ignored. Electrons,
of course, were also modelled.
The species mass conservation equations which characterize the flow are then
PH2 + V - (PH2 UH 2 ) = -MH (H + k nlenH2) (2.56)
aOpH
PH + V - (PHUH) = m1 (iH + ke nenH2 - hH+) (2.57)at
OPH+ + V - (PH+iH+) = MnijH+ (2.58)at
aPc +V - (Pcs ,cs) = -mc 8ics+ (2.59)
aPCs+ V (Pcs+itcs+) = mcsiAcs+ (2.60)
Pe + V - (Pete) = me (YH+ + Cs+) . (2.61)
The current density does not appear in the electron equation, since V J = 0. In
the above equations, ?LH represents the net rate of production of monatomic neutrals per
unit volume by heavy species dissociating collisions, and kensen 2 represents the rate of
production of atomic species per unit volume by electron impact dissociation. i&H+ and
ihcs+ represent the production of hydrogen ions and cesium ions per unit volume through
inelastic collisions. Whilst the dissociation process is modelled by including electron impact
dissociation of the molecules in addition to dissociation and recombination due to collisions
between the heavy species, the probability of an electron colliding with a molecule, disso-
ciating it, and at the same time ionizing one or both of the resulting atoms is assumed to
be much smaller than the probability of two separate collisions causing dissociation then
ionization.
Summing over all species to obtain a global fluid, the source terms of the species equa-
tions cancel giving the global mass conservation equation,
p+ V -(p) = 0, (2.62)
which in axisymmetric coordinates is,
ap 8pur pur 8puz
+ + + = 0. (2.63)t ar r az
Since quasi-neutrality is assumed, this can take the place of one equation and the global
equation can also be used in place of one of the species equations. To fully determine the
composition of the flow quasineutrality, the global equation, two hydrogen species and both
cesium species equation were used.
2.7 Momentum Conservation Equations
With a two fluid model the momentum equations for the heavy species and the electrons
could either be modelled completely separately or a global equation could replace one. Since
the electron velocities will be determined largely by the applied electric field and thus the
electric potential equation, to remove as many sources of interaction as possible a global
momentum equation was used in place of just a heavy species equation. Summing equation
2.12 over all species and utilizing the definitions of the global density, mass averaged velocity,
and pressure, the global momentum conservation equation results. The collision terms on
the right hand side all cancel, and due to quasineutrality the electric field source terms also
cancel.
t(pl) + V (pbUii) + V = 0 (2.64)
Separating out the viscous stress tensor (cf. Equation 2.32) and expanding the vectors the
global momentum conservation equations can be written as
a " (frU2 -rr2 _ iU(pur) + pu + - Tr) + (pUrUz - Trz) + -pu - PU - rr + Tre) = 0 (2.65)
8 8 8 2
t (puo) + " (purug - r) + - (pUOUz - 7rz) + - (pUrUO - rr) = 0 (2.66)t Br az r
(puz)+ (p rz + p- ) + -1 (pzlur - Trz) = 0, (2.67)
where the viscous stress terms in cylindrical coordinates are given by Thompson [49], and
the azimuthal gradient terms have been neglected for the axisymmetric formulation.
2 Br= / 2 r uz r
Trr = -P 2 r (2.68)3 Br 8z r
T = 2/2 ur ur uz (2.69)3 r dr 8z
Tzz 2 = (2 O u ) (2.70)
3 z ar r
ro = 1g ( r  r (2.71)
Trz = Pga + ) (2.72)
and
Oue
Tez = Pg z (2.73)
In calculating the viscosity the electron viscosity is assumed to be negligible [11, 33] and
the heavy species viscosity coefficient, p9, will be derived later in Section 2.10.3.
2.8 Energy Conservation Equations
Since the gas within an arcjet is collision dominated, it is assumed that all of the heavy
species (molecules, atoms, ions) have a common translational temperature, and that the
molecular vibrational and rotational temperatures axe in thermal equilibrium with this
translational temperature. Consequently the heavy species can be modelled by a single
energy equation. The electrons are known to have a temperature that may be significantly
larger than the heavy species temperature [32] in certain regions of an arcjet such as where
the arc attaches to an electrode. To accurately model arcjet physics the electrons must be
modelled with their own temperature hence they require their own energy equation.
Heavy Species
The conservation equations for the heavy species are found by summing Equation 2.20
over all the heavy species. Separating out the viscous stress tensor, the species energy
conservation equations can be written as
a (PH 2 EH 2 ) + V 2 (PH2 HH 2UH 2 ) + V" (H2 .L H2 ) - V. (t-H2VTg) = MH 2  (2.74)
a
S(PHEH)+ V (PHHHUH)+ V (TH ' H) - V. (KHVTg) = MH (2.75)
a - #
- (PH+EH+) + V ' (PH+HH+UH+) + V - (=U+ " UH+) - V (H+VTg) = JH+ E + MH+ ,
(2.76)
-(pcsEcs) + V (PcsHcsics) + V . (Cs "i Cs) - V (KCsVTg) = Mcs (2.77)
(pcs+Ecs+)+V (pcs+Hcs+iUcs+)+V-(.(cs+ .- Cs+)-V (cs+VTg) = Jcs+"E+Mcs+,
(2.78)
where Tg is the temperature common to all heavy species, and H, is the total enthalpy per
unit mass of species s given by H. = E, + .
The total enthalpy H,, of each species, and hence the total energy, is determined by
the number of degrees of freedom that the species possesses. For an ideal gas with only
translational energy, it will have three degrees of freedom corresponding to the three possible
mutually perpendicular directions of motion in space. For molecules energy is also present
in internal modes such as vibration and rotation, which may or may not be frozen out. [22]
Finally, the energies of dissociation and ionization must also be taken into account. For
this model, the energy of dissociation is arbitrarily assigned to the neutral atoms and the
ionization energy is arbitrarily bound to the electrons.
The enthalpy per particle for the different species is found to be
hH 2 = 7kT - ed + - +A (2.79)2 ekTg
for molecules, and
5 AhH = hH+ = -kTg + A (2.80)
for the hydrogen atoms and ions, and
hc, = hcs+ = kT (2.81)
for the cesium atoms and ions. where ed and e, are energies of dissociation and vibration,
respectively, and A is a constant chosen to make the enthalpy of the H2 molecule zero
at the common reference temperature, T = 298.15 K. The Z fraction for the diatomic
species accounts for translation (3kT), rotation (kT), and pressure work (kT). There is no
rotational energy associated with the atomic species and the ions, hence the 5 coefficient
(translation and pressure work only) in equations 2.80 and 2.81. For gases such as H 2 or
N 2 the vibrational energy is negligible at the reference temperature, so A = ed - kTf.
Therefore
7 ehH2 = -k (Tg Tf)+ L (2.82)2 ekTg9 - 1
for molecules, and
hH = hH+ = kTg + ed -7 kTf (2.83)
for the hydrogen atoms and ions, and
hcs = hcs+ = 2kT (2.84)
for the cesium atoms and ions. The energy per particle is given as e, = hs - kT.
The total enthalpy and energy per unit volume can then be defined as
pH = nh, + pu (2.85)
8 8
so
5 5 7 1
pH = 2 (PH + PH+) RHT 9 + (Pcs + Pcs+) RcsT + 2PH2 RH2T9 + 1 (PH + PH+) RHOd2 2 2
+PHRH20v - PH2RH2Tf - 7 (PH + PH+) RHTf - 7 (Pcs + Pcs+) RcsTf
eTg -1
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
+ 2 pH2u2H+ PHUH + 2 PH+UH+ + 2PCU2Cs + 2 Ps+UC+ (2.86)
where it should also be noted that
pE = pH - PH2RH2Tg - (PH + PH+) RHTg, (2.87)
where Od = e and O, = - are the characteristic temperatures of dissociation and vibration,
respectively.
Summing the heavy species energy equations 2.74-2.78 the total heavy species energy
equation will be given as
pq EpE +V- pssEs + V - U.9 - (KVT, )
= JH+ + is+ + M. (2.88)
8
where .g is an overall heavy species conductivity, to be derived in Section 2.10.4.
Since the sum of the collision over all species including electrons is zero,
MH2 + MH + MH+ + Mcs + Mcs+ + Me = 0 the sum over the heavy species must be equal
to minus the electron collisional energy transfer rate per unit volume.
Electrons are much lighter and more mobile than ions so most of the current is conducted
by the electrons, and consequently the ion current density J is small compared to the other
terms and can be neglected.
Defining the total energy as pE = , p,E, and using the definition of slip velocity
(Equation 2.27), and also expanding the pressure tensor as p = p,Y - 7 (Equation 2.31)
we obtain the Strong Conservative Form of the energy equation.
(pE)+V-(pE1)+V- EpqE s +V-(P-# V-.(1)
where E,, the total energy of the species, is the sum of the thermal and internal energies
with the kinetic energy: E = e + u22
It should be noted that the dissipation due to species diffusive slip (V. (, - ,)) will be
negligible compared to the dissipation due to the bulk motion. As found by Miller [32], the
strong conservative form of the energy equation, Equation 2.89, is not appropriate for the
arcjet simulation. In certain regions of the flow the dissociation energy dominates the total
energy whilst in other regions the kinetic energy dominates. The combined effect leads to a
situation where the gas temperature is indeterminate or becomes negative in certain regions
of the flow. To overcome this difficulty, Miller uses the internal energy form of the energy
equation. In this form, the kinetic energy terms are eliminated by utilizing the species mass
and momentum conservation equations. The terms which include the dissociation energy
can be moved to the right hand side of the equation as a single source term. This modified
heavy species energy equation is not strongly conservative, but is accurate as long as the
flow is free of shocks and other discontinuities.
Separating out the dissociation and kinetic energy terms, define a new internal energy
e from the total energy E as
pE = pe + 2 (PH + PH+) RHEd + p P 2  (2.90)
and REDEFINE the species energies as
5 7 RH20V (2.91)
eH 2RH2 Tg - RHTf + (2.91)
eTs -1
3 7
eH = eH+ = 2RHTg- 7RHTf
3
ecs = ecs+ = 2RcsTg.
Note the absence of a dissociation term in the hydrogen atom and ion energies.
The strong conservative energy equation can now be expanded as
(PH + PH+) RHOd
1 (PH + PH+) RHEd2
1 U21
1 )
1 2
+2 PH2UH 2 )
+V PHH1 PHU2-+V" (p eH + 2 PHUH
+V. ((PH+eH+ +
P1 C2Cs)2pesUCS,
+ PHRHEd VH
SPH+UH+ + 2PH+RH+ed) VH+)
VCS + pcs+ecs+ + 2PCs+ucs+)
+V (PG)-V-. (-)+V PVs
- V (ngVTg) = -Me.
First consider the terms involving the dissociation energy which sum to
1
2RHOd (PH + PH+) + V (PH'H + PH+UH+) -
From continuity this is
1
-RHEdmH (hiH + k nenH2)2
which can be moved to the right hand side of the conservation equation.
Now consider the kinetic energy terms which sum to
(P2a + V. , ,E
which is the equation for the rate of change of kinetic energy which can be derived by
(2.92)
(2.93)
pe +
+V ( pe +
+V. PH2eH2 H)
+V - ((PCsecs + VCs+)
(2.94)
multiplying the species momentum equations 2.12 by U'.
uur (2.95)
s - (Pgis) + " V (pit9 ,) + z. (V -.,) = uisP sr (,Tr - i8) (2.95)
8
which can be rewritten as
a s2+ V Pq .
u s us us PS) 2 u  it + V - (pG,) . (2.96)
To obtain the total kinetic energy the species kinetic energies need to be summed. Ne-
glecting the kinetic energy transfer by collisions with electrons the remaining collisional
transfer terms will sum to zero thereby eliminating that term. Summing the final term and
neglecting the slip velocities and the electron mass this results in u 2 ( + V- (p)) which
by continuity is zero. Thus the desired equation for kinetic energy conservation is
(2 (psU) + V p ) = _ - V. ( ) (2.97)
so with the new definitions of energy for each species, the energy conservation equation
becomes
(pe)+V-(pe)+V. p,,e, +V.(Pl)-V[. -,)+V. P s - . .
1
- V (ngVTg) = -Me - 2RHedmH (iH + k'nenH2 ). (2.98)
Expanding P, and making use of the definition of enthalpy this can be simplified to
a
5i(pe)+V-(ph')+ V p, h, V - VP - -VP,-V. (T )r+)(V-)
1
- V (ngVTg) = -Me - 2RHOdmH (ldH + kjn enH2 ). (2.99)
Finally, the viscous dissipation terms can be combined as - (T -V) -i
giving the Internal Energy Form of the energy equation.
t' (pe)+(ph) + V pshV , -V -VP - . VP, - (V - )-
1
- V (KgVTg) = Me - 2RHOdmH (iH + kEnenH2 ) (2.100)
Expanding this with axisymmetric cylindrical coordinates, letting ' = -fgVTg, and also
expanding the stress tensor gives the equation to be discretised.
a 1 Opg(peg) + (phgur + qr) -r (phgur + qgr) + - (phguz + qgz) - Ur - uz2 z
+ a (PH2 hH2VH2r + PHhHVHr + pH+hH+VH+r + PCshCsVcsr + Pcs+hcs+Vcs+r)
1
+- (PhHhH2 VH2r + PHhHVHr + PH+hH+VH+r + PCshCsVCsr + Pcs+hcs+Vcs+r)
r
a
+z
(PH2 hH2 VH2 z + PHhHVHz + PH+hH+VH+z + pcshcsVcsz + pcs+hcs+Vcs+z)
OPH2
-VH2 rOr
OPH2
-VH 2 z OZ8z
OPH
- VHrOPHOr
opH
- VHz -8z
OPH+
- VH+ Or
dr
OPH+
- VH+z -
OPCs
- Vcr -Or
0 PCsVcsz
8z t
1
"- - M e - led (nl + k nenH2) ,2
!}r ]+2 )2
Br 9z + (OzOz
2 (ur
3 Br
(2.102)z+ 2]
Oz r )]
is the viscous dissipation term. In summary the enthalpies and energies are
3 3 5(PH PH+ HTg g T
peg - (PH + PH+) RHTg + - (PCs + PCs+) RcsTg + -Pi2RH2 g +2 2 2
eH2 = 5RH2 Tg -2
PH 2 RH2 0v
eT -1
7RH2Tf+ RH20
eTg -1
3 7
eH = eH+ = RHTg - RHTf
3
ecs = ecs+ = RcsTg
phg = peg + PH2 RH2 Tg + (PH + PH+) RHTg + (PCs + PCs+) RcsTg
P
ha = e, + RsT9 = e, + -.
Ps
where
OPCs+
VCs+r Or
OPCs+
- Vcs+z Oz
S= /g [2
(2.101)
UO )2
r
0Uz 2
Or )
_ 2+\z
(2.103)
(2.104)
(2.105)
(2.106)
(2.107)
(2.108)
+2(Ur 2
r
As a final note on the heavy energy equation the electron collision term should be expanded
from equation 2.31. The term due to temperature differences is of order 1 whereas
the term due to kinetic energy differences is of order 1 and since mH < 1 the kinetic
energy differences may be neglected. The theory behind the collisional energy transfer rate
assumes elastic collisions which is very good for collisions between electrons or atoms, but
needs correcting when molecules are involved since energy may be transfered to internal
modes such as vibration or rotation. The correction is easily accomplished with an inelastic
correction factor 6 so
Me = 3k (T - Te) Pe (eH+ + PeH H2eH2 + 3k (T9 - Te) Pe (Vecs+ + ecs)
e 3k (T, - Te) ne nH2ZeQeH2 H2 + nHH + H+eQeH+
+ e 3k (T, - Te) ne (ncs eQec, + ncs+eQeCs+) (2.109)
mCs
where the collision frequency has been expanded and taking into account that electron
random thermal velocities are much higher than heavy species thermal velocities, and that
Q is the cross section
The inelastic collision correction factor 6 H2 is well known for a variety of molecules and
is shown in Figure 2-2 for hydrogen and nitrogen where the data was taken from Sutton
and Sherman [47]).
Electrons
Equation 2.20 written for the electrons is
5i (PeEe) + V -(peEe e) + V- (e Gie) - V - (rIeVTe) = Je E + Me. (2.110)
Expanding the energy terms and including the ionization energy per particle, the electron
energy conservation equation becomes
a (+ 1 21 -.t Pe + Pee + Pee + V peUe + PeUeUe + Pe Ue -V. (eVTe)
J2
= +Me - ed knens2 - R, (2.111)a"
1000
100 N2
6 s,
10
H2
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Figure 2-2: Inelastic Correction Factor for Energy Transfer Between Electrons and Hydrogen
and Nitrogen Molecules
where viscous shear stress terms have been neglected. As in the heavy species energy
equation, Me represents the collisional energy transfer to the electrons from the heavy
species. The energy lost per unit volume due to dissociation by electron impact is denoted
by ed ke nens2, and R represents energy lost per unit volume due to radiation. As with the
heavy species energy conservation equation, it is advantageous to relegate the ionization
energy term to the right hand side as a source term. Using the species mass conservation
equation applied to the electrons and the definitions of total species energy and enthalpy,
Equation 2.111 becomes
8 0 1 0
t (peEe) + (PeHeuer + qer) + 1 (PeuerHe + qer) + (PeHeuez + ez)
J2
= - + Me - ed kd nens2 - eiAhe - R, (2.112)
where
3 1 2
Ee= ReTe + Ue, (2.113)
He = Ee + ReTe, (2.114)
OTe OTe
qer = -e and qez = -Ke z (2.115)Br 8z
2.9 Dissociation and Ionization Processes
2.9.1 Overview
The equation for a general chemical reaction i with N, species has the form
N. N,
VZ4jsj - L', (2.116)
j=1 j=1
where sj is the jth species, and v j and v~1. are the stoichiometric coefficients of species sj of
reaction i. The arrows (V') denote the ability of a reaction to proceed in the forward (--)
or backward (v--) direction. In general, the forward and backward reactions need not occur
at the same rate, resulting in a net production or depletion of a species.
Experimental studies of chemical reactions [51] and simple kinetic theory assuming one
step reactions (neglecting intermediate steps) imply that the rate of production of a species
C is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the species from which C is
produced. In other words, if a reaction is given by aA + bB -+ C, then the production of C
is governed by
d -[C] k [A]a [B]b . (2.117)
dt
This form will be assumed for the reactions modelled in this thesis. In terms of molar
concentrations, the net rate of production of species sj for the forward reaction i is
dt k , 'i ( v'1 - j) 1 ( nj)vli , (2.118)
while the net rate of production of species sj for the backward reaction i is found to be
(dd i kb,i (2V - Vi' ) H (j ) (2.119)
Sdt bi 2j=1
Adding Equations 2.118 and 2.119 and summing over all reactions Nr results in the
total net rate of production of species sj:
di= - i ( - kb, ~j) "  • (2.120)
i=1 j=1 j=1
This equation can also be applied to partial pressures, pj, and number densities, nj, with
corresponding changes in the units of k1 ,i and kb,i. Forward rate constants are usually of
the form
kf,i = AiTnfiexp ( Bi (2.121)
where Ai, Bi and nf,i are constants obtained from curve fitting experimental data. This
equation is known as the Arrhenius formula. The rate constants for the corresponding
backward reaction sometimes have a simpler form,
kb,i = CiTnbi . (2.122)
In equilibrium, the net rate of production of all species over all reactions is zero, so each
individual reaction has a net zero production rate, and Equation 2.120 yields
k-,, IIIi) " -- kb,i I (i)' = 0, (2.123)
j=1 j=1
or
Kc,i- k i - l (f) i<. (2.124)
kb,i - N I ( *)
where Kc,i is defined as the equilibrium constant of reaction i, and the asterisks (*) denote
equilibrium quantities. From Equations 2.121 and 2.122 it can be seen that the equilibrium
constant is a function of temperature only. Substituting Equation 2.124 into Equation 2.120
yields another form of the net production rate:
d N' ,[N 8 )^ -. 1- N8  (2.125)
i= j= c,i j=1
By using different versions of the ideal gas law, the equilibrium constant may be obtained
in terms of partial pressures or number densities. With p* = fiiRT the equilibrium constant
can be written as
Kp,i = (2.126)
with
Kp,i= (Ki (T)) 1 ) (2.127)
Alternatively, with hi* = nj/NA, the equilibrium constant becomes
Kn,i = (2.128)
with
Kn,i = (Kc,i (NA))Z= 1(vi' j i) = (Kp,, (kT))=( - ) (2.129)
where NA is Avogadro's number and 1? is the universal gas constant.
The equilibrium constant may be found in tabulated data or from more theoretical argu-
ments through the methods of statistical mechanics. Specifically, the equilibrium constant
can be written in terms of partition functions, which indicate how the total energy of a
population of particles may be partitioned over the various possible energy levels in which
a particle can exist. For example, the number of particles of species a existing in an energy
level I with energy el is
IV'=g exp (E1+ a), (2.130)
where Ila is the chemical potential of species a and gi is the degeneracy of level 1, or the
number of particles of type a populating level I at one time. The total number of particles
of species a is simply
Na = gexp( ..j + l a) (2.131)
The sum on the right hand side of Equation 2.131 is known as the partition function of
species a, denoted by Qa.
The total partition function is expressible as the product of individual partition functions
for each independent mode in which energy can be stored. For example, the partition
function of a species a with translational, rotational, vibrational, and electronic excitation
energies can be written as
Qa = Qa,trQa,rotQa,vibQa,et. (2.132)
For diatomic molecules, these partition functions are given as
Qa,tr = V 2 kT (2.133)
Qa,ros (2.134)
1
Qa,vib = 1 - eO /T (2.135)
Qa,etl - me - m/ k T  (2.136)
m
for translation, rotation, vibration, end electronic excitation, respectively; where V is the
volume, h = 6.6261 x 10- 34 J s - 1 is Planck's constant, a is a molecular symmetry factor
(1 for heteronuclear diatomic molecules, 2 for homonuclear diatomic molecules), Or and ,Ov
are characteristic rotational and vibrational temperatures, and m denotes only the electron
energy levels.
It is often easier to deal with partition functions per unit volume. Since only the
translational partition function is proportional to volume, the total partition function per
unit volume is given simply as
qa Qa = Qa,trQa,rotQa,vibQa,el = qa,tra,rotqa,viba,el. (2.137)
V V
Since n. = -- = = qa, an explicit form of the equilibrium constant can be obtained by
inserting Equation 2.137 into Equation 2.128:
K, i = = 1 (q (2.138)
Typically, the energy levels of the various species are measured relative to a reference
energy level. In hydrogen, for example, the reference state is the ground state of the
hydrogen molecule, and the exponential of Equation 2.130 must be modified to take into
account the difference between the ground state of the hydrogen molecule and the ground
state of, say, the hydrogen atom. After this modification, the equilibrium constant becomes
N 1 (qj) 1 N1
N,i = j exp 1 - v  I , (2.139)
,=1 ( qj(vi, =1
where Q is the energy of the ground state of species j relative to the ground state of the
reference species. The equilibrium pressure and concentration constants can easily be found
by appropriate substitution of Equation 2.139 into Equation 2.129.
2.9.2 Dissociation Processes
The chemical equation for dissociation of a diatomic gas is given by
M + S2 - 2S + M. (2.140)
The third body, M, is necessary to provide the energy necessary to dissociate the molecule
and to carry away energy liberated by the atomic recombination. Over the range of temper-
atures where dissociation occurs (typically 1000 - 12000 K), data is readily available, and
the equilibrium constants and forward rate constants of the Arrhenius form are easily found.
The dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule is 4.516 eV (7.236 x 10-19 J), while the
dissociation energy of the nitrogen molecule is 9.800 eV (1.570 x 10- 18 J).
Equilibrium Dissociation
For a diatomic gas, the equilibrium constant in terms of partial pressures is
Ps = Kp,dis, (2.141)
PS2
while in terms of number densities the constant is
=K n = q e-OdIT. (2.142)
kT ns 2  qs 2
The equilibrium constant written in terms of partition functions (neglecting electron exci-
tation) for hydrogen is
3
,a = 20r ( rmHkT (1 - e-°,/T e- OdIT ,  (2.143)
Kn Ts h 2
Kp,die = 2kOr (rmHkT) 2 (1 - e-O,/T -OdT (
where mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom and the characteristic temperatures are ap-
propriate to the hydrogen dissociation reaction.
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As can be seen, the equilibrium constant is a function of temperature only for a given
reaction. The equilibrium constant Kp can easily be found or calculated from the literature.
It is often easier to use these tabulated values, as it becomes more difficult to evaluate the
constant for more complex compounds and reactions. Figure 2-3 shows logloKp,di versus
temperature for both the hydrogen and nitrogen dissociation reactions, from the JANAF
Thermochemical Tables [8]. These values are listed in tabular form in Appendix B for
temperatures up to 6000 K. As listed, these values are for the dissociation of one half mole
of H2 into one mole of H. Therefore, these values must be multiplied by a factor of 2 to
be used in Equation 2.141. The effect of the higher dissociation energy of the nitrogen
molecule is to lower the curve, as shown.
For chemical equilibrium the partial pressures of the diatomic and monatomic species
can then be easily calculated using Equation 2.141. For chemical non-equilibrium the equi-
2.144)
librium constant Kp,dis can be used to determine the production rate of the species involved,
to be discussed in the next section.
When only diatomic and monatomic neutrals are of concern, the equilibrium quantities
can be calculated through the solution of a simple quadratic equation. Figures 2-4 and
2-5 show the equilibrium mole fraction of atomic hydrogen and nitrogen, respectively, for
a range of temperatures and pressures. When ionization becomes a factor, simultaneous
solution of this quadratic equation and another quadratic equation derived from the Saha
equation is necessary.
T(K)
Figure 2-4: Equilibrium Dissociation of Hydrogen versus Temperature and Pressure
T(K)
Figure 2-5: Equilibrium Dissociation of Nitrogen versus Temperature and Pressure
I Hydrogen Nitrogen
A (m 3 /mol - s) 5.5 x 101" 2.1 x 1015
B (J/mol) 435,600 943,800
n f -1.0 -1.5
rzhs 5.0 3.0
7hs2 2.0 5.0
Table 2.1: Arrhenius Constants for the Hydrogen and Nitrogen Dissociation Rate Equations
Non-equilibrium Dissociation
If the species are not in chemical equilibrium then a net rate of production (or depletion)
of each species will result. Equation 2.125, when applied to the dissociation-recombination
process, becomes
d s 1 -2
d kf s2 - .s (2.145)dt Kc,dis
The third body molar concentration for reaction i is given as
Ns
AM,i = .niJ" (2.146)
j=1
where the r~ij are known as the third body efficiencies. With the forward rate constant,
kf, given by Equation 2.121, and using Equation 2.145, the net production rate of atomic
species can be written as
ha = ANATnfexp (rhsms + s s2 - ). (2.147)(BRdis
The constants required by Equation 2.147 for hydrogen and nitrogen are listed in Table 2.1,
and were taken from Rogers and Schexnayder [41] for hydrogen and Langan et al. [25] for
nitrogen.
As it stands, Equation 2.147 does not take dissociation due to direct electron impact
into account. To do so, a term of the form
hs,e = kd nens2  (2.148)
is added, where ke is just the reaction rate coefficient of the S2 + e -+ 2S + e reaction. For
the dissociation of diatomic hydrogen, the reaction rate coefficient' is taken from Janev et
al. [21], and is shown in Figure 2-6.
-12.0
-28.0-
loglo ke [m3/s]
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Figure 2-6: Reaction Rate Coeficient ked for the Electron Impact Dissociation of Hydrogen
In the regions of flow within the arcjet where electron impact dissociation and the
reverse reaction (S + S + e -+ S2 + e) may be important, it may be shown that the forward
dissociation reaction dominates over the recombination reaction [21]. The total net rate of
production of atomic species is then given by
hS,total = S,heavy + iS,e
= ANATnexp (- -- ) (rss + hS2iS 2 ) s2 -  - -  ) + k nens2.
-n~T~r(-T
2.9.3 Ionization Processes
The chemical equation for ionization of a monatomic gas is given by
e + S e + e + S+ .
(2.149)
(2.150)
'Note: For hydrogen, the reaction rate coefficient k' is identical to the reaction rate coefficient < oav >
of Janev et al. [21] and Miller [32].
where S is either hydrogen or cesium in this research. Only electrons were considered as
third bodies for this research since in the regions of the flow where significant amounts
of molecules exist, a collision between an atom and a molecule would be more likely to
dissociate the molecule, because of the lower molecular bond energy in comparison with
the ionization energy. Also, in atom-atom collisions it is highly improbable that the col-
lision would ionize one of the atoms since in arcjets the high collision rate prevents the
ions from attaining the necessary translational energy. Thus only electrons are capable
of acquiring enough energy to cause ionization. The ionization energy of the hydrogen
atom is 13.598 eV (2.179 x 10-1 8 J), while the nitrogen atom has an ionization energy of
14.534 eV (2.329 x 10-18J).
Equilibrium Ionization
The equilibrium level of ionization can be calculated easily from the application of equation
2.139 to the ionization reaction, which is called the Saha equation.
nens+ 2gs+ 27rmeKTe 2 i,/kTe2.151)
ns gs h2
where the g, are the corresponding degeneracy functions (ge = 2) and ei,s is the ionization
energy of the atom considered. Note that since the electrons have a much higher thermal
velocity than the heavy species it is the electron temperature which is relevant to the
ionization reaction.
For the range of temperatures encountered within an arcjet, the degeneracies of the
ground states of neutral and singly ionized atomic hydrogen can be approximated as gH z 2,
9H+ P 1, 9Cs % 1, gCs+ 0 1. [13]
Non-equilibrium Ionization
The net rate of production of ions is given by Equation 2.125 applied to the ionization
reaction, and is given as
nlS+ = kfne ns - nens+ (2.152)Kn,ion
logloR
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Figure 2-7: Comparison of Hinnov-Hirschberg and Sheppard Reaction Rate Coefficients for
the Recombination of Ionized Hydrogen
This equation can be written in a generalized form after Mitchner and Kruger [33] as
is+ = Rne (Ssns - nens+) , (2.153)
where R is the recombination rate coefficient and S = Kn,io. A commonly quoted recom-
bination rate coefficient is that of Hinnov and Hirschberg [16]:
9
RHH = 1.09 x 10- 2 0 Te a m 3 s- 1 . (2.154)
Hinnov and Hirschberg derived their recombination coefficient based on the structure of the
hydrogen atom, and upon assumptions which break down above 3000 K. This coefficient
does, indeed, give good results below this temperature, but can dramatically overestimate
recombination at higher temperatures [33] [45]. Sheppard [45] found a recombination rate
coefficient for hydrogen based upon a three level collisional-radiative model valid for electron
temperatures up to 60000 K:
In - 4.0833 (2.155)
RSh = 6.985 x 10- 4 2 exp 1000.0 3 s-1 . (2.155)0.8179
The Sheppard recombination rate coefficient is used in this research for hydrogen. Figure 2-7
shows a comparison of the Hinnov-Hirschberg and Sheppard recombination rate coefficients
over a range of electron temperatures.
2.9.4 Dissociation and Ionization with Thermal Non-equilibrium
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, an electron temperature different from the heavy species
temperature is necessary in the non-equilibrium production of ions and electrons which are
required for a self-consistent arc attachment at the anode. In the regions of arec attachment
on the anode, Miller showed that in conventional arcjets the electron temperature can be on
the order of 20,000 K, while the heavy species temperature is just 1000 K. To demonstrate
the effect of an electron temperature higher than the heavy species temperature Benson [3]
calculated the composition of hydrogen and nitrogen over a range of temperatures for two
situations: the first assuming the electrons in thermal equilibrium with the heavy species and
the second assuming an electron temperature at twice that of the heavy species temperature,
over a temperature range of 0 - 24000 K. Figures 2-8 and 2-10 show the composition of
hydrogen and nitrogen, respectively, with the electron temperature in equilibrium with the
heavy species temperature, at a pressure of one atmosphere. As can be seen, there are
well defined regions of dominance for molecular, atomic, and ionic species. In comparison,
Figures 2-9 and 2-11 show the composition of hydrogen and nitrogen, respectively, with the
electron temperature fixed at Te = 2 Tg. At intermediate temperatures there is much less of
a distinct zone where atomic species dominate, but rather the hotter electrons cause more
ionization, which is especially seen in the case of nitrogen.
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Figure 2-8: Composition of Hydrogen in Chemical and Thermal Equilibrium, p = 1 atm
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Figure 2-9: Composition of Hydrogen, p = 1 atm, Te = 2 Tg
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Figure 2-10: Composition of Nitrogen in Chemical and Thermal Equilibrium, p = 1 atm
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Figure 2-11: Composition of Nitrogen, p = 1 atm, Te = 2 Tg
2.10 Transport Properties
Gradients in concentration, velocity, and temperature, cause a net transport of mass, mo-
mentum, and thermal energy, respectively. The general form of a flux of a property in terms
of a gradient can be approximated by
S= -cVW, (2.156)
where J is the flux appropriate to quantity cp, and c is a proportionality constant known as
the transport coefficient. The negative sign applies because the quantity is transported from
regions of high concentration to regions of low concentration. The transport coefficient for
mass transport is the diffusion coefficient, D (m 2 s-1), with the flux vector being represented
as pV, where V is the diffusion velocity. For momentum transport, the transport coefficient
is the viscosity, p (kg m - 1 s- 1). This momentum flux has nine components, since both
velocity and the gradient vector have three components each, and is typically called the
viscous stress tensor, r. Finally, the transport coefficient applicable to the transport of
thermal energy is the thermal conductivity, n (J m - 1 s - 1 K-l), with the flux vector being
that of heat flux, q. These flux vectors and their associated quantities and proportionality
constants are summarized in Table 2.2.
Quantity p c J
Mass p D pV
Momentum i p r
Temperature T K q
Table 2.2: Flux Vectors and Associated Quantities Due to Gradients
From mean free path arguments, the transport coefficients can only be found to an accu-
racy of the order of two or three [33]. To obtain a reliable estimate of arcjet performance a
more accurate method of determining the transport coefficients was deemed necessary. The
Chapman-Enskog solution to the Boltzmann equation can provide much greater accuracy
even though it is technically only valid in regions of thermal equilibrium and for distribution
functions that are only slightly perturbed from a Maxwellian distribution. However, due
to the highly collisional flow within an arcjet, it still gives a better approximation to the
transport coefficients than do mean free path arguments.
2.10.1 Overview: Chapman-Enskog Solution to the Boltzmann Equation
The Chapman-Enskog solution is derived mathematically in texts by Chapman and Cowl-
ing [7] and Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird [17]. This argument follows the methods of
Hirschfelder et al. To obtain the Chapman-Enskog solution, it is first assumed that the
distribution function of species s is slightly perturbed from equilibrium:
f (, V, t) = fo (, , t) [1 + , (, , t)], (2.157)
where
f m 8  -m, Is (9 t) - (t (2.158)fo = n. M exp 2kT (2.158)27rkT e 2kT
is the Maxwellian distribution function in three dimensions and the perturbation function
is found to be
(=- (As VlnT) - (s:Vil) + () d), (2.159)
where A, ,, and ,r) are functions of velocity, concentration, and temperature; and d.r is
the generalized driving force:
dr = Vxr + (xr - Yr) VP - r - ntft (2.160)
p pp mr t
where xr and yr are the mole and mass fractions of species r, respectively; and Fr, and ft
are the body forces affecting species r and t, respectively.
By substituting Equation 2.157 into the Boltzmann equation (Equation 2.5) and taking
the moments as in Section 2.2, a set of integral equations results. These equations are
solved by the methods of variational calculus, using Sonine polynomials as test functions.
The transport coefficients can then be represented as finite expansions of these polynomials.
Chapman and Cowling assumed an infinite series of polynomials, while Hirschfelder et al.
use a finite series of polynomials. The reason for this is that a very good approximation
can be obtained with only a few terms of the Sonine polynomial expansion.
Chapman and Cowling show that these Sonine polynomial expansions can be written
as a linear combination of collision integrals2 which are effectively energy averaged cross
sections.
O's) (T) = kT e- 728+3 (g) dy, (2.161)
tj 2irm3
where 72 = 1mjg2/kT, mij is the reduced mass of the colliding particles, g is the relative
velocity of the colliding particles, and Q$!) (g) is the integral cross section:
Q (g) = 2r f0 - cosX) b db (2.162)
in which the deflection angle, X, is given by the equation
X (gb) = -2b drr2 (2.163)
m 1 - b2/r 2 - V(r)/ mj g2)
where b is the impact parameter and V(r) is the interaction potential of the two colliding
particles. The lower bound on the integral, rm, occurs at the point where the denominator
in Equation 2.163 vanishes.
The interaction potential can have a variety of forms. A common potential used in
the calculation of collision integrals is the shielded Coulomb potential for charged particle
interactions,
e2 exp(-r/)
V(r) = Z1Z 22  , (2.164)
r
where A is a screening length, typically the Debye length:
okT
D = e2  (2.165)
e2 E Z2ny
This potential has an advantage in that the collision cross section of two colliding charged
particles is not infinite, as is the case with the unscreened Coulomb potential. For neutral
particle collisions, a potential which fits data very accurately is the Lennard-Jones potential
V(r) = 4e- (2 ), (2.166)
where E and a are parameters specific to the collision. For the simplest interaction potential,
2The notation of the collision integrals here is actually that of Hirschfelder et al. The £I?,) integrals of
Hirschfelder are identical to the Sl) (s) integrals of Chapman and Cowling.
rigid hard spheres, the integral cross section and the collision integral have simple closed-
form analytical solutions:
iRS + i , (2.167)1 2 1 +1 , 
1
where aij in this case is the effective radius of the colliding particles, and
- k' ( + 1 Qts. (2.168)
R 2Srmij 2
Rather than represent the transport coefficients in terms of pure collision integrals, the
collision integrals are typically non-dimensionalised according to their rigid sphere values.
These non-dimensional values can then be thought of as coefficients which correct for devi-
ations from the rigid sphere model:
s)* -T (2.169)
3 (s+)! [1 1+(-1),] .ra2
2 2 1+1 ii
The transport coefficients can be calculated using these non-dimensional values. In the
equations representing the various transport coefficients, the effective collision radius (aij)
appears explicitly. Knowing this, the more frequent form of the collision integrals is that of
an energy averaged cross section:
S'i) = [ -l)* = (s + 1)! (1 - 1 ( ) e 722 3Qj(g) dy. (2.170)
It is this form of the collision integrals which is typically found in the literature.
2.10.2 Diffusion
Diffusion coefficient
The first approximation to the diffusion coefficient of a pure substance (coefficient of self
diffusion) [17] is
D = 2.628 x 10- 7 T3 1p m2 S-1, (2.171)
VMP ii) '
where M is the molecular weight of the species, P is the pressure in atmospheres, T is in
Kelvins, and (0(1,1)) is in units of angstroms squared, A 2 . The first approximation for the
coefficient of binary diffusion (i.e. two species) is
D12 = 2.628 x 10- 7  T 3 (M + M 2) 1 (2.172)2MIM2 p( 11,1)
For flows where there are more than two species, the multicomponent diffusion coefficients
Dii are given in terms of binary diffusion coefficients by Hirschfelder as:
Dij = M XkMk Kj K (2.173)
where the summation is taken to be over all species, xk is the mole fraction of species k,
Kij = i- M -i i i 0 j (2.174)
Kii = 0, JKI is the determinant of the Kij and the K"' are the minor determinants
0 ... K,j- 1  K,ji+l ... Kl,,
Kii = (_l)i+j K j-1,1 Kj-,i-1 Kj-I,i+ Ki-,v (2.175)
Kj+l, "... Kj+l,i-l Kj+l,i+l " Kj+l,v
K, 1  ... K,, i-1 K, i+ l ... Kv,,
where v is the total number of species present.
As can be seen, the multicomponent diffusion coefficients are ratios of determinants.
For a ternary mixture, the mathematics is relatively straight forward. However, as the
number of species increases, Equations 2.173 - 2.175 become increasingly cumbersome and
computationally intensive. Therefore the simpler formulation of Krier et al. [23] is used. In
this formulation, the multicomponent diffusion coefficients are replaced by effective diffusion
coefficients Di. For species i,
1-
Di , (2.176)-jo-i Dij
where the Dij are the binary diffusion coefficients defined above. Benson [3] showed that
this approximation of the diffusion coefficients is crude, and doesn't always yield desirable
results. However, it does take into account a flow's multicomponent nature, and is easy to
calculate.
The diffusion coefficients so far discussed assume that different species are free to diffuse,
independent of the other species. However when the fluid in question is a plasma, the
charged particles interact to try and drive the system to quasineutrality. Concentration
gradients cause a diffusion of electrons and ions. The electrons being much lighter than the
ions tend to diffuse at a much higher speed than the ions. This causes a local separation
of charge, which in turn creates a local electric field. This local field tends to retard the
electrons and speed up the ions, so that both ions and electrons tend to diffuse at the same
common speed. For charged species the net flux due to diffusion is the sum of the diffusion
flux and the space charge flux which can be combined as an ambipolar flux [42].
nivi = -DiVni + qinibiEspacecharge = -DaiVni (2.177)
where ni is the number density, q the charge, pi = - the mobility, and Dai the ambipolar
diffusion coefficient. The ambipolar condition is that the net flux of charge due to diffusion
is zero.
Z qinivi = 0 (2.178)
from which the space charge can be calculated as
'i qiDiVniEspacecharge = i (2.179)
Thus the ambipolar diffusivity is
D Ekfi k(q kDink/ni - qiqkiDkVnk/Vn) (2i)Dai = (2.180)
Ek qiknk/ni
If quasineutrality is assumed to hold then Ei qini = 0, which simplifies matters, but the
equation still requires the evaluation of density gradients which is time consuming compu-
tationally, so proportionality is often assumed to hold as well: Vnk _ !. This only need
hold for the charged species, and whilst probably a very good assumption for conventional
arcjets where all the charged species are present near the core, may well be a very poor
assumption for seeded arcjets which were expected to run with the cesium fully ionized
and well spread across the constrictor, and with any hydrogen ions formed being present
only at the cathode tip and maybe the anode attachment point. Nevertheless I used this
assumption on the basis that the slip velocities of the charged species would probably be
dominated by the applied electric field rather than the ambipolar diffusion.
Ekai k-  (q2pkDi - qiqkIpiDk))Dai q2knk (2.181)
Dk q kyk
Evaluating this for electrons, Cs+ , and H+ and making use of pi = D- yields
ncs+Dcs+De + ) + nH+DH+De + (2.182)
cs+ T + nH+ DH+ e
neDeDcs+ - + ~)
Dacs+ = D + + D (2.183)
D + + nH+DH+ ne DnCs+ Tg eTe
eDeDH+ 1+
DaH+ = neDeDH+ D (2.184)
nCs + T + nH+ ne
Slip Velocities
With charged species the concentration gradient is not the sole source of the slip velocity
when there is an externally applied electric field present. The slip velocities of the charged
species are what defines the current conducted. This is especially important in the con-
strictor where the density decreases downstream, but the electric field, whilst accelerating
the electrons downstream, is accelerating the positively charged ions upstream, i.e. slowing
the ions relative to the bulk motion, so they will have a slip velocity upstream.
qiniDi
niV i = -DiVni + qiniliEexternal = -DiVni - V (2.185)kT
In this research, six species are modeled, hydrogen molecules, atoms, and ions, cesium
atoms and ions, and electrons. Equations 2.28 and 2.34 become
PH2 VH2 + PH VH + PH+ VH+ + rhocsVcs + PCs+s+ + PeVe = 0 (2.186)
and
i= e (nH+VH+ + fCs+VCs+ - nee). (2.187)
Rearranging for the electron flux this is
peVe - me + me me
Pe _ = _H+ + - Cs+ -J. (2.188)
mH mCs e
Eliminating Ve in equation 2.186 and neglecting terms of order me gives
mH
PH2 H2 + PHVH + PH+V H++ PCsVCs + PCs+Vs+ - me = 0. (2.189)e
Since the current density, j, is determined from the electric potential calculation, only
four gradients and their corresponding effective diffusion coefficients are necessary to de-
termine the diffusion velocities uniquely. This leaves one slip velocity which is required to
take up the slack so that equation 2.189 is obeyed, rather than being calculated from the
density gradient. Benson [3] did a lot of work to find out which species was best relegated
to this position, since the effective diffusion coefficients were only crudely calculated, and
concluded that this should be the atomic species. However in a seeded arcjet I found that
since the hydrogen was mostly molecular with only a minimum of atomic hydrogen that this
formulation caused numerical problems. I found similar numerical problems with all the
species except for molecular hydrogen, which is present in large mass fractions throughout
the seeded arcjet. Consequently I relegated H2 to taking up the slack for purely numerical
reasons rather than physical ones. Thus the formulation I settled on was:
DH
VH = VPH (2.190)PH
Vcs= Vpcs (2.191)
PCs
DH+ eDH+
VH+ = H+ VPH+ - VO (2.192)
PH+ k T9
Dcs+ eDH+Vcs+ = PC s+ kTg V (2.193)
PH2 H2 -j- PHVH - PH+VH+ - PCsVCs - PCs+VCs+. (2.194)e
2.10.3 Viscosity
The first approximation to the viscosity coefficient in a single species fluid [17] is
p = 2.6693 x 10- 6 ((2,2))
((2,2))
kg m - s- 1] , (2.195)
and the first approximation of a binary mixture is
-6 2M1M2T 1
A12 = 2.6693 x 10- M (2,2)M + M 2 (Q ,2 )
(2.196)
with (Q2,2)) in A 2 . As with the diffusion coefficient, the first approximation for the viscosity
of a multicomponent mixture can be represented as a ratio of determinants:
Thmix = -
2
Hii = x- +
/i ki i
H 11  H12  H13
H 12  H22  H23
H 13  H 23  H 33
Hiv H2v H3v
Xl X 2 X3
HI1 H 12 H1 3
H 12 H22 H23
H 13 H23 H33
H1i H 2v H 3v
2xiXk RT (
Mi + Mk pDik
S... Hiv
... H 2 V
... H3V,
. . X 0
... H1,i
... H 2v
... H 3 v
... HvV
3 Mk (Q(2,2)
+ M ik
5 Mi /( 1'1))V"ik
for the diagonal terms and
S2xixj RT
SMi + Mj pDij
for the off diagonal terms, and where R is the universal gas constant.
(2.197)
where
(2.198)
(Q(2,2)) (2.199)
As with the diffusion coefficient, the matrix form for the multicomponent viscosity coef-
ficient is much too cumbersome to use in a fluid dynamic code, so instead the mixture rule
given by Mitchner and Kruger [33] was applied to the pure viscosity coefficients calculated
by equation 2.195.
nipi
mi ni , (2.200)
= cj=19niXij
where
2mij d 2,2) \
Xi = m 2)
mi (n(2 2))
Using this equation, but with mole fractions rather than number densities, the heavy species
viscosity coefficient is approximated as
+ 2ZHH+ 2~ -)
+9V\ H + - \ + HC~s+ +)
+ H HH2 n )JJ+ Os C C
Z2  ) +() + H) + XC .2++135 c+ s+ cn2+). /T66 xn'22c.
XH 2  + H+ X 1 1+ \H+ + XO X+ XCs+ )S./ _H)(2,2) \ C(2,2) (2,2) 2
Q(,2,2).2) 266 (22+1 +) + (2+ (22)
1H H35  0,) + XH 134 HO+) + H+ VL'34\H+C) + XCB("O3H, + Cs+( c +
( (2,2)) 4 l
However, this equation only applies to particles without internal degrees of freedom. To
account for internal degrees of freedom, the Eucken correction is applied to Equation 2.202:
15 R 4 8 3\
Kpolyatomic = 1 + 3) (2.203)4 M 15 R 5
where ,v is the specific heat of the molecule at constant volume. For monatomic species,
the thermal conductivity simplifies to Equation 2.202. For diatomic molecules such as H2
at moderate temperatures c, , and the thermal conductivity becomes
19 R
Kdiatomic 4 i (2.204)
As with the previous transport coefficients, the multicomponent thermal conductivity
can be represented as a ratio of matrices, but a simpler mixture rule of Mitchner and Kruger
is employed instead, resulting in the heavy species thermal conductivity as
K XH 2 H(H222)
, (2,2) \ 2(2')/2 ) + (2,2) -2662(2,2)
S H2 ) 2) H H+ /+ (2)S (22) (2 ,2)
XH2 H + H2H+ H + H2Cs 1\ HCs+
~ 
,(2,(2) 
2 62)6
XH2  ) XH +X H+H+ H+
Xf 2 3 2H + XH HH + XH+H+ H+ Hs s 134 Hs+
+H (2 (2,2Cs) CsH+ O C+
-/f (2,2) 1342,2 ( ) + /H+ S 6(2,2 ) + x ,(2,2) +) +6(2,2)+)
XH2  3 +) + H c+ ) + XH+ + Cs C + CS (\' Cs+)
(2.205)
Since the electrons are treated as a separate fluid, the electron thermal conductivity
is needed in the electron energy equation. Applying Mitchner and Kruger's mixing rule
(Equation 2.200) to the electrons only when immersed in the plasma results in
(XH+ + C pre K (2, 2)
(X + +) T2 v 2 ) + X. (2,2)) + _~ (F2 + s+ () 2++)
(2.206)
2.10.5 Electrical Conductivity
For an ionized gas in the presence of electrical and magnetic fields, all of the transport
coefficients are functions of the direction of these fields as well as pressure and concentration
gradients. For example, if the magnetic field is taken to be in the 2 direction, and ion
currents and pressure gradients are neglected, Ohm's Law can be represented in matrix
notation as
Jex 1 aT -OH 0 E'
Jey = aH U 1  0 El (2.207)
Jez 0 0 a E'
where
aH a l H = , (2.208)
me Er Ter 1 + 2 1 P2
where 3 is the Hall parameter. The subscripts denote the conductivity in the directions
parallel to B, perpendicular to B and parallel to E x B, respectively. In the absence of
magnetic fields, a1 = all and cH = 0, and Ohm's Law reduces to J = aE.
The electrical conductivity of an ionized gas is given approximately as
a = ae + ai (2.209)
where
ae - e and ai = ni + Pn(2.210)
me eg i g eg Pi in
where T eg is the average collision frequency of electrons with all heavy species, pen is the
average electron-neutral collision frequency, and Lin is the ion-neutral collision frequency.
Since quasineutrality holds and me < 1, the contribution due to ions can be neglected so
a 0- Ue.
As with the other transport properties, mean free path arguments are only accurate to
within a factor of two or three. Miller [32] and Benson [3] discuss a variety of more accurate
models for the conductivity but they tend to be unsuitable due to either being in the limits
of weakly or strongly ionized plasmas, or from being computationally expensive. In the end
Miller used the formulation developed by Grier [14] for hydrogen, and modified by Pipkin
[37] with a correction factor, although this is still fairly cumbersome so Benson rejected it
in favour of the similar although simpler formulation of Krier et al. [23], which I shall use;
3 2e 4  XH± + XCs+
-= 2e. (2.211)
16  ekTe Zs e (,(1))
2.10.6 Collision Frequencies
Collision frequencies determine the rate of energy and momentum transfer between species
and electrons. In general, the average collision frequency of a particle of species s with all
particles of species r is
Vsr = nrgsrQsr, (2.212)
where Qsr is the average collision cross section of the colliding particles and gsr is the average
relative speed of the colliding particles. For electron collisions with the heavy species, as
will be used in determining the energy transfer, the relative speed can be approximated as
the thermal speed of the electrons, because they travel much faster due to the mass of the
electron being so much smaller than that of the other species. Thus
ger ce = I me
which makes the collision frequencies of the electrons with the heavy species
VeH 2 = nH 2 eQeH 2
VeH = nH'eQeH
-eH+ 
-= H+-eQeH+
=eCs nCsCeQeCs
VeCs+ = ncs+ZeQecs+ (2.213)
The hydrogen atom collision cross-section, QH, is taken from Devoto [12], and the
molecular cross-sections, QH 2 is taken from Itikawa [18]. The cesium atom collision cross-
section, Qcs, is from Brode [5]. These cross-sections are listed in tabular form in Table C of
Appendix C. For electron-ion collisions, the collision cross section used was the approximate
Coulomb cross section:
-2Qei = 6rbo lnA,
Ze 2
b = 127reokTe
AD 127r (cokTe) ' , 1 TA o 2 (cokT = 1.238 x 107 (2.214)
bo e3 A/ne ne
where AD is the Debye length and b0 is the impact parameter for 900 scattering. In this
equation, it has been assumed that lnA > 1. This assumption is valid in a majority of
physical situations, but breaks down at lower temperatures and higher electron densities.
If this situation were to occur, the collision cross section would become negative. In the
rare occasions where this would occur, a more accurate form of the Coulomb cross section
for electron-ion collisions is [33]
Qei = 47b ln 1 + o 2]1/2
Ze 2
bo 32 T (2.215)
32cokTe
(note the lack of the over-bar)
2.10.7 Collision Integrals
In the first order approximation -to the transport coefficients only the (' 1)) and (,2)
collision integrals are required. Collision integrals have been calculated by a number of
authors, and are easily found for interactions involving hydrogen plasmas, but unfortunately
I was unable to find collision integrals for interactions involving cesium, and was forced to
calculate them based on cross sections when I could find them, or on simple collision theory
when I wasn't. The (0 ')) integrals are listed in Table D.1 and the (0,i2)) integrals are
listed in Table D.3 all of which are in Appendix D. For the hydrogen interactions, the data
were taken from Vanderslice et al. [50] for the ('2 ), ((2,2)), ((2), (Q4"') ), and
1(11)) for temperatures up to 15,000 K; from Belov [2] for ( (2,2)) and from Grier [14]
for (2,2) ), (02)) (11)) for the temperature range 5,000-35,000 K. The ( H )) and
(I22)) integrals were taken from Benson [3] who calculated them using Equation 2.170 and
the total elastic cross-section of Itikawa [18].
If in future it was wished to change the code to model nitrogen instead of hydrogen
as the buffer gas I have included the nitrogen collision integrals. Cubley and Mason [10]
have calculated the (Q4 2) and (Q(2,2) collision integrals using the exponential repulsive
potential, and have curve-fitted their results to the form
(-,s) = AT-n, (2.216)
A and n being constants. For the N 2 - N 2 interaction, these curve fits are
N 2N = 60.6T-0.27 4 ,  (2.217)
and
(L(22> = 51.3 T - 0 .23 1 , (2.218)
which are valid for a temperature range of 300 - 15,000 K. The (Q("') and (Q (2) integrals
are taken from Yun and Mason [53] for 1,000 - 15,000 K, the (Q~NN) and (Q(2)) integrals
are taken from Rainwater et al. [39] for 1,000 - 20,000 K, and the (Q') ) and (( ,)
integrals are from Stallcop, Partridge, and Levin [46] for 1,000 - 35,000 K.
For the collision integrals for which I wasn't even able to find cross sections, I assumed
potential based on a central force, so F = C and V = - _ from which the cross
section can be calculated from binary collision theory [51] as
Q = 0.844rbo (2.219)
where
b0 = 2 (2.220)
and converted to a function of temperature using pg2 = kT. For collisions between a
charged particle and a neutral particle I used the Maxwellian polarized force
F = 2e2 Q (2.221)
(4,7r2)2 r
For collisions between neutral particles I used the London dispersion forces as the attractive
1 potential of the Van der Waals force.
VLondon = 3 ( E012 (2.222)
V2 El + E 2  r 6
where o is the polarisability and E is the ionization potential. EH = EH, = 13.6 eV,
Ecs = 3.87 eV. The polarisabilities for H and H 2 are from Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird
[17], and the polarisability of Cs was calculated from the cross section between electrons
o o
and cesium by Bullis [6]: eH2 = 0.790 A3 , QH = 4.5a3 = 0.667 A3 , where ao is the Bohr
0
radius, and cs = 1195 A 3 .
Once the total cross section Q(1) is known the momentum transfer cross section can be
approximated as Q(2) _ 2Q(1) and the required collision integrals calculated from equation
2.170
Whilst collision integrals involving neutral particles are independent of pressure, the
Coulombic collision integrals are functions of both pressure and temperature, as shown by
equation 2.214. For the S+-S+ and e-e interactions the collision integrals are accurately
modelled by the methods of Paquette et al. [35] using a repulsive static screened Coulomb
potential (SSCP) (see Equation 2.164). For the e-S+ interaction Paquette's methods as
modified by MacDonald [29] using the attractive SSCP were used. In both methods, the
collision integrals are non-dimensionalised and expressed as a function of a dimensionless
variable cij, defined as
ij = In [ln (1 + 2), (2.223)
where -ij is another dimensionless variable defined as
167rc0 kTA
7i =- ZiZje2 , (2.224)
where the length scale A is in meters. In terms of the (O(ij)) collision integrals defined
previously, the collision integrals for the repulsive SSCP are
1(1, ))rep ( ZiZe2 2 F(1,1) (2.225)
rep - 4rEokT Paq
and
((22) )rep ZiZe 2  (2,2) (2.226)'rep - - 4rokT P aq
while the integrals for the attractive SSCP are
S"'))a= 8 F Z) (2.227)4reokT / Mac
and
(22))att 1 2 Mac2,2) (2.228)
where the F("j) Ma c are the dimensionless collision integrals as defined by Paquette et
al. and MacDonald, respectively. The factor of 1 difference occurs because of a difference
in the way the quantities are defined between the two methods. The resulting expressions
for the Coulomb collision integrals are very close in form to Equation 2.10.6 and are in
fact a refinement. The advantage of these methods is that both temperature and pressure
(concentration) are accounted for implicitly in the ij. Table D.5 of Appendix D lists the
F(i,j) for both Paquette and MacDonald. At or above ij = 3.0, both methods provide
simple expressions for the dimensionless collision integrals:
Fa) = 1.00141 e1i'j - 3.18209 (2.229)
a2) = 1.99016 e'Ptj - 4.56958 (2.230)
InF" = 4'ij - 3.30447e - 'Oij - 6.00170 e- 20i¢ j  (2.231)
InF 2 = 2,, - 2.30571 e-OiJ - 2.92018 e- 2'i,j + 0.69315. (2.232)
For the range of values within an arcjet, however, Ist < 3.
2.11 Summary of Equations
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Miscellaneous Equations
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Chapter 3
Numerical Method
Once the equations governing the physics have been derived, it is then necessary to discretise
the equations for numerical calculations. Typically, the conservation equations are put in
strong conservative form, in anticipation of shocks or other discontinuities within the flow.
The reason for this is that the fluxes as defined in the conservative formulation are conserved
across discontinuities such as shocks. Although no shocks are anticipated within the flow
to be modeled, the conservative form was used.
The governing equations are, basically, a modified form of the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations, with terms added to account for non-equilibrium chemistry and thermo-
dynamics. In axisymmetric coordinates, the governing equations can be represented as
dU 1(F BGau + + = S, (3.1)t- r z + r
where U is the state vector, F and G are flux vectors in the z and r directions, respectively,
and S is a vector of source terms. Putting the previously derived equations in vector form,
these vector quantities are:
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Because of the complexity of the equations and the boundary conditions, an explicit nu-
merical scheme was chosen to integrate the fluid equations, since it is simpler to implement.
However stability then becomes a serious issue and in future I would implement an implicit
scheme instead as it would then be much more stable. Startup behaviour and transient
phenomena may be of interest so the scheme should be accurate in time, and was originally
implemented with a global timestep, although this led to the inlet area (where the flow is
very slow) taking an extremely long time to converge, so was changed to local timestepping.
MacCormack's Method was chosen as the scheme because in its explicit form, it was simpler
to code than an implicit scheme, and also because this scheme is second order accurate in
both space and time. Due to its elliptic nature, the potential equation (Equation 2.53)
is solved using Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) since if it was solved by MacCormack's
Method this would result in prohibitively small timesteps in order to ensure stability.
3.1 Coordinate Transformation
Both MacCormack's Method and Successive Over-Relaxation use finite differences to ap-
proximate the derivatives. Since the computational grid used is curvilinear and not Carte-
sian, the governing equations first have to be transformed into the coordinate system of the
grid, also known as the natural coordinate system.
Using the chain rule of calculus, the radial and axial derivatives can be converted into
derivatives in the natural coordinates ( and r/
-9 =  - a + = r +r ' (3.3)
a a a q r a a a
-
=  +  = Cz- + r (3.4)
az az 9 az n ac a77 (34
where C, Cz, 7 r, and rz are known as the metrics of the transformation. From the definition
of a total derivative, it can be shown [1] that:
SZ~ -17
rCz (r = zt zt =1 r - (3.5)
where J = zr,,-zrC is the Jacobian of the transformation. Similarly, the second derivatives
in r and z may be written as
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3.1.1 Numerical Grid
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
To discretise the domain within an arcjet two grids were used. The first mesh was used for
the fluid flow field, and approximates the geometry of the German TT1 arcjet. The fluid
grid is clustered near the walls in order to resolve the viscous boundary layer, and also near
the cathode tip and arc attachment point at the constrictor exit, in order to resolve sharp
gradients at those locations.
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Figure 3-1: Grid on which Flow is Modelled
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The fluid grid is 162 by 30, and only half the thruster is modelled since it is axisymmetrie
about the centreline. The cathode tip is modelled as a blunt vertical plane to make modelling
startup ofn a mch c ablates the cathode tip untile tip is blunted. The grid was
stretched from the original TT1 design used by Miller, to a length over diameter ratio of
in hydrogen, the required L/D ratio was about 10. Grid lines of constant were taken to
be of constant z as well, although lines of constant r7 were allowed to float in the r direction
to obtain a smoothly distributed grid. Generally it is better to keep grid lines orthogonal
to each other and to the boundaries especially, whereas the grids used meet at an angle,
but the advantage with this formulation is that ?I = 0 so
8 _ 0 (3.12)
Or -- 7r eta Oz =7 et x
which means that less calculations have to be done within the code, hence it is faster.
The second mesh is for the electric potential calculation.
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Figure 3-3: Electric Potential Grid shown overlapping the Flow Grid
All the current was confined to attaching on the cathode tip and also not allowed to
flow upstream. This means that if calculations were done on the fluid grid that a lot of time
could be wasted in calculating the potential upstream of the entrance to the constrictor.
Secondly, although the fluid grid is concentrated at the cathode tip, it is not concentrated
enough to obtain smooth and accurate values for the potential. Consequently a separate
grid was used for the potential near the cathode tip, which was then patched to the fluid
grid for calculations within the constrictor and nozzle. Potentials calculated on the finer
potential grid are then interpolated onto the fluid grid for fluid flow calculations.
3.1.2 Fluid Flow Equations
Using Equations 3.3,3.4 and 3.5, the vector form of the governing fluid equations becomes
aU 1 r, OF rC OF z, O G z G- =S. (3.13)&+ r = S. (3.13)at r J 8( J Bl J 8( J B
Multiplying both sides by J and noting that
rF = (Fr,) - FrC. (3.14)
OF 0F = (FrC) - Fr (3.15)
zG = (Gz,) - GzC, (3.16)
aG d
zG = (Gzt) - Gz,, (3.17)
the conservative form of the governing equations in natural coordinates can be written as
OU 1 OF GJ- + i- + = JS (3.18)
where
F = Fr, - Gz, (3.19)
G = Gzy - Frt. (3.20)
Since the grid is not changing with time, the Jacobian of the transformation can be lumped
with the state vector inside the - term or left outside with equal accuracy. Computationally,
the latter formulation is performed, since the state vector can then be found directly from
the integration.
As with all numerical methods, some sort of numerical smoothing is necessary so that
the discretised set of equations does not diverge. Applying this numerical smoothing to the
right hand side of Equation 3.18, the resulting form can be written as
J ' + + + =JS+v2 ( + 2) +V4 ( U+ a 4 , (3.21)Ot r a( On T8(2 892 a q4 )4
where v2 and /4 are artificial viscosity coefficients, and are adjusted depending on the
amount of smoothing necessary. It is this form of the governing equations which is inte-
grated. The second order terms are needed in regions of steep gradients such as capturing
shocks, while the fourth order terms are needed to damp out sawtooth oscillations that are
a solution to the discretised equation, but not the continuous differential one.
3.1.3 Potential Equation
Transforming the electrical potential equation is rather long winded, due to the second
derivative terms and the elliptical nature of the potential equation. The electrical potential
equation in axisymmetric coordinates is given by Equation 2.258 and restated here:
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Using Equations 3.3-3.11 the potential equation is transformed into
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3.2 MacCormack's Method
3.2.1 Description
MacCormack's method [26], developed in 1969, is a two step predictor-corrector scheme
based on the Lax-Wendroff method. The overall scheme is accurate to order (At)2 , (Ax) 2 ,
where At is the timestep and Ax is the grid spacing, which allows accurate prediction of
transient phenomena if necessary. In terms of the transformed fluid equations, MacCor-
mack's method is written as
Predictor
U. U Atn -') + AtS (3.33)
Corrector
U" " = 1U? + U - A -. ) - (,P - Gd _) + AtS (3.34)
where the superscript n denotes the iteration step, and the subscripts i,j denote the discrete
grid points, and because of the coordinate transformation, AC = A7 = 1.
In addition to the flux differencing, finite differences are needed for the gradients in the
transport equations. It is important to difference the gradients properly to ensure second
order accuracy. This is accomplished as follows, where fluxes in the z - r coordinate system
are used for simplicity. In the F flux vectors, the derivatives with respect to z are differenced
opposite to the way F is differenced, while the r derivatives are differenced centrally. In
the G flux vectors, the derivatives with respect to r are differenced opposite to the way
G is differenced, while the z derivatives are differenced centrally. For example, take the
z-momentum term in the radial momentum equation:
F rr = puruz - - p r. (3.35)
When used in the predictor step above, the - term is differenced in the forward direction,
since the flux vector itself is differenced in the backward direction. The -u is differenced
centrally. Therefore, a correctly differenced z-momentum term in the predictor step would
appear as
Fnij - Fn4i-1,j [ r Uri+1,j - Uri,j Uz i,j+l - Uzij-1
Az Az ( zr)i -i, Az i, - ij 2Ar r,
- (puruzr)i-,J + pi- Urij -AzUri-lj ri-ij + pi-l, zi-j+ 2Ar- zi--ri .-j (3.36)S2Ar(336)
3.2.2 Consistency, Stability and Convergence
A numerical scheme is consistent if the discretised equations are identical to the differential
equation in the limit of infinitesimal length and time steps. [1] but more than that is neces-
sary for the discrete equation to yield a correct solution. According to the Lax Equivalence
Theorem (see Richtmyer and Morton [40]), stability is the necessary and sufficient condition
for a finite difference scheme to converge to the solution of the differential equation. Implicit
numerical schemes, by their very nature, are unconditionally stable. Explicit methods are
only conditionally stable, which means there is a limit on the timestep that can be used in
the numerical integration. For most non-linear equations the maximum allowable timestep
cannot be determined exactly, only estimated. Anderson, Tannehill, and Pletcher [1] give
an approximate time step criterion for MacCormack's method
At < a (At)cFL, (3.37)
1+ 2Rea
where a is a safety factor and (At)cFL is the inviscid Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion [27]
( jul ( 1 1h i 1 -1(At)cFL < + + + ( (3.38)
where
Rea = min (ReAz, ReA,), (3.39)
ReAc = A, (3.40)
Rea, = , (3.41)
and where c = is the local speed of sound. The time step is calculated over the entire
mesh by this method. When doing time accurate transient calculations, the smallest time
step is used globally. When steady state solutions are desired, the equations are integrated
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according to the local time steps at each grid point, to decrease the number of iterations
necessary for convergence. One further step would be to use time split calculations using
separate maximum timesteps in the r and z directions as discussed by MacCormack and
Baldwin [28], although this was not done.
3.2.3 Numerical Smoothing
Due to numerical oscillations, the discretised Navier-Stokes equations can diverge, so the
oscillations need to be damped. Numerical oscillations arise in areas where the computa-
tional grid is not refined adequately to resolve large gradients which occur. To overcome this
problem, numerical smoothing terms, sometimes called artificial viscosity terms, are added
to the equations to reduce the effect of these oscillations. Typically, the smoothing terms
are made up of components which are proportional to the second derivative and fourth
derivative of the state vector. The second order numerical smoothing is used in regions of
shocks, so as to prevent Gibbs phenomena from appearing around the discontinuity. The
fourth order smoothing is needed to dampen sawtooth modes, which are actually solutions
of the discrete equation, but not the partial differential equation.
For MacCormack's method, MacCormack and Baldwin [28] devised product type fourth
order smoothing terms of the form
D [I4uI+c ( 2p OU (3.42)
8 4p 8(2 0
= 4, (A) C772 (3.43)
where v4t and v4 ,, are fourth order artificial viscosity coefficients, and for stability, 0 < v4 <
0.5. Miller [32] found that this form of the numerical smoothing terms was inadequate to
dampen the oscillations, because of the ambiguity in the calculation of the pressure switch
terms due to the fluid consisting of several different species, so changed to using a simple
one step smoothing term based on the method of Kutler, Sakell, and Aiello [24]:
D = V2( 1j - 2WU + U 1,j) + V27 j+ - 2U%3 +U 1
-v4 ( + 2,j - 4Un+1 , + 6U - 4U ,+ -2j)
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- V4 (U j+ 2 - 4U&j+1 + 6U -4U -1 + (3.44)
which was added to the corrector step only.
U = U, 2 z3+ At F - ,j At (G - . -1) + AtSi + .
(3.45)
Miller then spent some time adjusting the v coefficients by hand in different regions of
the flow to set them to the minimum possible and still maintain stability. Benson tried a
different, more autonomous formulation but still had serious problems with the stability.
I used the smoothing term of Kutler, Sakell, and Aiello, and found similar problems with
the stability, and after some experimentation on sine functions with sawtoothing added,
found that the optimum choice which eliminated most sawtoothing without overshooting
was v4t = V4 = 1 for interior points and v4t = v4,7 = 1 for the boundary points and the
points one grid line inside them. I used these values as constants and did not vary them
with location nor the property being damped. For the second order damping I discovered
that they had to be large enough to prevent unphysical situations from arising that could
be caused by the fourth order damping. The problem with the fourth order damping is that
it does not exist in nature and when faced with steep gradients such as a square wave it will
not decrease the gradient but will rather round the square wave by overshooting the peaks
and troughs. (See figure 3-4). This means that if there is a steep gradient in a property such
as the density the fourth order damping can cause the density to become negative. I found
that simply putting an absolute limit on the density whilst superficially fixing the problem,
could in some regions of the arcjet flow, interact to cause equally unphysical solutions.
One way to solve the problem is to increase the second order damping to compensate, since
second order damping rounds a square wave by lowering the peaks rather than overshooting.
This led to the selection of v2( = v2, = 0.3 and also the discovery that the second order
damping had to be applied in two sweeps. As the damping algorithm sweeps across the grid,
using updated earlier points in the calculation of the damping term, it will not uniformly
round off a square wave unless the sweep is then applied in the other direction as shown in
figure 3-5. For some less well behaved properties such as the electron velocities, which can
acquire very large gradients, I used v2 = 0.4.
Another problem with damping involved the temperature distribution. Due to the den-
sity decreasing strongly through the arcjet the energy PeEe similarly has strong variations,
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which with the damping led to the temperature behaving in an unphysical manner. This
was simply solved by damping PeEe instead.Pe
One considered solution to the fourth order damping problem would be to damp the
variables in log space rather than linear space. Thus no matter how negative the logarithms
of density or energy become, they will never take on unphysical negative values themselves.
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3.3 Successive Over-Relaxation
Relaxation schemes start with an initial guess and iterate a system of equations. How the
iteration is performed depends upon the relaxation scheme used. The general form of a
system of equations is
A- ' = b, (3.46)
where A is a coefficient matrix, is a vector of unknowns, and b is a vector of constants.
The matrix A can be decomposed into parts
A = L + D + U, (3.47)
where D is the diagonal part of A, L is the lower triangular portion of A with zeros along the
diagonal, and U is the upper triangular portion of A, also with zeros along the diagonal.
Relaxation schemes require diagonal dominance to work correctly. In other words, the
magnitude of the coefficients along the diagonal is larger than the other coefficients. For
the sparse matrix generated by finite differencing, diagonal dominance is nearly guaranteed.
The starting point for understanding relaxation methods is Jacobi's method. In matrix
notation, Jacobi's method appears as
D "= b- + - n-, (3.48)
where the superscripts indicate the iteration level. From this equation one can see that all
of the values at time level n - 1 are used to update the new values at time level n at each
point. It terms of computer resources, this requires more memory, since there must be an
array to hold the old values plus an array in which the new values are stored. In addition,
Jacobi's method converges rather slowly. To reduce the overall error by a factor of 10- p for
an m x m grid, the approximate number of iterations needed for large m is [38]
n 1pm , (3.49)
which is hopelessly large for many problems. For a 100 x 100 grid, an error of 10- 4 requires
about 20,000 iterations.
An improvement to Jacobi's method is the Gauss-Seidel method. In matrix notation,
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the Gauss-Seidel method is
(L+D -- n -= - -Z n- 1.  (3.50)
If one were to write out Equation 3.50 in components, it would easily be seen that the
updated values of F are used as they are acquired. This reduces the amount of necessary
memory, as the old values of £ are overwritten as the new values of Y are found. The
convergence characteristics are a bit better. For large m, the number of iterations needed
to reduce the overall error by a factor of 10- p is
12
n -pm2, (3.51)
which is better, but still not very good.
With Jacobi's method and the Gauss-Seidel method the initial estimate moves mono-
tonically towards the correct solution, never quite reaching it, so a method of increasing
the speed of convergence is to jump a little bit further than the scheme predicts for each
updating, anticipating future corrections. The Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) method
does just this. In the Successive Over-Relaxation scheme, the answer from the Gauss-Seidel
method is over-corrected through an overcorrection factor, w. In matrix notation, Successive
Over-Relaxation is written as
D.in= (1-- W)D n - 1 + -W(b-- n-U- -n-1 . (3.52)
The convergence characteristics of SOR are entirely determined by the overcorrection factor.
The optimal value of w is
2S= , (3.53)
1 + -- PJacobi
where PJacobi is known as the spectral radius of Jacobi's method, which is given by Press et
al. [38] as
cosM + C)2 Cos'
PJacobi -= 2 , (3.54)
1where m and nart e grid imensions. For this opt mal value of w, the number of iterations
where m and n are the grid dimensions. For this optimal value of w, the number of iterations
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to reduce the error by a factor of 10- P on a square grid with large m is
1
n ,-pm, (3.55)
which is a dramatic improvement over both the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods. For a
100 x 100 grid, the number of iterations needed to reduce the error by a factor of 10- 4 is
about 134 iterations, which is less than 1% of the iterations needed for Jacobi's method.
Using central differences for second order accuracy, the discretised electrical potential
equation (Equation 3.24) becomes
aij (ki+1,j - 20ij + i-ij) + bij (ij+1 - 2 4ij, + kj-1)
+- (i+1, 3+1 - ¢i+1,j-1 - i-1,i+I + qi-ij-1)4
+ -" ( i+1, - i-,j) + (Oi,+1 - ij-1) = fij (3.56)
where iteration levels have been left off to avoid confusion. When used with SOR just de-
scribed, the solution to the electrical potential at each point of the grid is iterated according
to
= (1 - w) 4n + 2 (ai, + bi,3) (a,' + +,J + a. - )j-+ ai + on1+ aij -
+ (bai + i ) 2j + (b )2
,j+l + bij - til
+ ,j+ - 4 +1,j-1 - 4) -1,j+1 + i-j-1 - , , (3.57)
where the 2 (aij, + bij) factor in the denominator corresponds to the elements of D, while
the other constants correspond to the off-diagonal elements in L and U.
Within the numerical scheme I found even a hundred iterations took too long and
greatly slowed the code, but managed to find a simple way to speed up the convergence of
the potential calculation even further. Since the current supplied to the arcjet is prescribed
rather than the voltage this means that the prescribed current must pass through the
constrictor, provided that the constrictor is an insulator so that no current is allowed to
attach within the constrictor. Thus this method relies on the walls of the constrictor being
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an insulator and would not work in a model with a conducting constrictor. Given that an
iteration of the potential calculation as it sweeps through the array updates the potentials
at a given axial location, it is then possible to calculate the current across that plane in
the constrictor predicted by this potential, and to then on bulk adjust the potential to
match the specified current that will be the converged solution. If the planes chosen are
at constant axial distances along the thruster this leaves the potential to sort out just the
radial distribution. The current passed at a given z=constant plane is given discretely as
nj-1
I = (Jz + Jj) (r+ - r.(3.58)
j=o
Expanding the current density in terms of the electric potential and electron pressure this
is
1 nj-/ -1
= - - r) a (i+ - ij). (3.59)
j=o j=o
At a given timestep the electron pressure term will be a constant, C. Comparing this current
to the specified current, and setting the difference to zero by adding a constant amount A
to each current bi,j we have
nj-1
I - Ispec = 0 = C - Ispec - r - r. ) a (qi+1, - (qi, - A)) (3.60)
j=o
d (I - Ispec) nj- 1  (3.61)
dA 2 EZ (r+ 1 -r). (3.61)j=0
Thus to pass the specified current the correction A is simply
A = (I- Ispec) (3.62)d(I-Iaec)
dA
and
w
= ij - A. (3.63)
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3.4 Boundary Conditions
In any numerical integration scheme, the correct boundary conditions are essential in getting
a correct solution. There are two types of boundary conditions; firstly Dirichlet conditions
where the absolute value at the boundary is known, and secondly Neumann conditions
where the gradient at the boundary is known. An example of a Neumann condition is if
the gradient of the quantity p at the boundary is specified according to
O Iboundary
(3.64)
where h is the unit outward normal and O is often zero, then this can be rewritten as
(V .p* )bndy = [(O + r r bndy (3.65)
where Vp is the gradient in the z - r coordinate system. The unit outward normal vector
is defined as shown in Figure 3-6, where i and i are unit vectors in the z and r directions,
respectively, and h and S are the outward unit surface normal and counterclockwise unit
surface tangent vectors, respectively, and 3 is the angle between i and A.
Figure 3-6: Coordinate Axes Used for the Calculation of Boundary Conditions
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In terms of 3, 2, and f, the unit normal and tangent vectors can be written as
A = cosf 2 + sin/# i (3.66)
and
= -sin i + cosp r^. (3.67)
Since the z and r values are known at the boundary, the unit tangent vector can be written
as
ZA - ZB ~ rA -(rB 8
s= + r, (3.68)As As
where
As = /(A - ZB) 2  (rA - rB)2 , (3.69)
and it has been assumed that OB and OA are collinear. From the above equations it is
easily seen that
COS -rA - rB
cos = (3.70)As
and
sin/ = - A (3.71)As
so that the unit normal vector can be written as
rA - rB . ZA Z- ZBt=z - r. (3.72)As As
The differences rA - rB and ZA - ZB can be put in terms of the grid metrics at the
boundaries. For example, at the exit boundary, if O is at the grid point (i,j), then A is
located at (i, j + 1) and B is at (i, J - 1). The unit normal vector can then be calculated
as
_r l-ri,j- 1 ^ Zij+l - Zi,j-1
h = - Z -- r, (3.73)
As As
with
As = /(ri,+l - ri,-1)2 + (zi,j+l - zi,p) 2 , (3.74)
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which can conveniently be written as
r" - z , (3.75)
n S A r
with
As = r + z2  (3.76)
where rn and z, are the same grid metrics which need to be calculated anyway in the
transformation of the governing equations from real to natural coordinates. This form of
the unit tangent vector makes boundary value calculations much easier, as the values of the
grid metrics would already be stored in memory from the grid transformation calculations.
3.4.1 Fluid Boundary Conditions
Inlet Boundary
The inlet and outlet boundary conditions proved to be most difficult to specify in order
to obtain realistic behaviour of the internal flow, and I tried many different approaches
including Riemann invariants, specification of total pressure or temperature, and simple
extrapolation methods. In the end I found the simplest methods behaved most predictably
and caused the least problems, so took to specifying the inlet pressure and, when subsonic,
also the exit pressure. Although not very sophisticated, the internal flow should still be
second order accurate.
At the inlet a distinction is made between the the inlet flow and the inlet boundary. The
inlet flow denotes the flow upstream of the grid and is assumed to behave as a free stream
flow, and cannot "see" the grid. The inlet boundary contains the first boundary nodes of the
computational grid to be affected by the inlet flow. The inlet flow is assumed to be uniform
and subsonic. The flow variables at an inlet boundary node are specified according to the
assumed inlet flow and information about the first point inside the inlet boundary. In most
experimental arcjets, either the total mass flow rate or the plenum pressure is specified, and
after trying both I settled on specifying the pressure. Since for subsonic inlet flow another
gas property has to be specified, I chose the temperature based upon assuming that the
inflowing propellant had already been heated by heat conduction through the thruster or
even regenerative cooling to a temperature of five hundred Kelvin.
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The inlet gas composition at 500 K was taken to contain only a minimum amount of
dissociated hydrogen and ionized hydrogen and cesium. These minimum values were not
zero due to numerical problems if they were allowed below certain limits. The remaining
bulk of the mixture was taken to be molecular hydrogen with a seed mass fraction of two
percent atomic cesium.
Given that the composition was specified and so were the pressure and temperature this
means the gas constant, ratio of specific heats, and density were also known at the inlet.
For the velocities, the inlet flow is assumed to be uniform and parallel to the thruster
walls, so there is no radial velocity. The axial velocity was obtained by extrapolating the
mass flux puz from the first two interior grid points. The inlet azimuthal velocity was
specified to be a certain fraction of the inlet axial velocity, although to date this fraction
has only been set to zero.
No current is allowed to exist at the inlet so the slip velocities were set to zero, so the
electron velocity was just the gas velocity. The electron thermal conductivity is much higher
than the heavy species thermal conductivity so it is arguable that the electron temperature
should be extrapolated upstream from the interior, but since there are virtually no electrons
at the inlet it is desirable to have to have them be in equilibrium with the heavy species at
this point so the electron temperature was specified to be the inlet gas temperature of 500
K. Since the electron density is known because of quasineutrality with the specified density
of ions at the inlet, the electron pressure is therefore also known at the inlet.
Outlet Boundary
The values at the outlet boundary typically vary according to whether the flow is subsonic
or supersonic.
In the supersonic regions of the exit plane, the flow variables can simply be extrapolated,
since no information propagates upstream. Therefore, the variables at boundary node (i, j)
are specified according to
ij = 2 Pi-1,i - Wi-2,j (3.77)
The pressure, temperature, mass fractions, and velocities are all extrapolated at the exit
plane. The density is then calculated based on these values.
The subsonic regions at the outlet boundary are near the nozzle walls, in the viscous
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boundary layer, and may also occur during startup from a subsonic flow. I first tried
Riemann invariants, although in the non-equilibrium boundary layer the validity of using
the Riemann invariants to find the flow variables is questionable at best, especially in the
presence of electric and magnetic fields. However, the subsonic region at the nozzle exit
is typically very small, and since the current is forced to attach upstream of the exit, the
current effects are minimal. Nevertheless I still encountered numerous problems with that
formulation so took instead to specifying the exit pressure and extrapolating the gas tem-
perature and velocities. For the electron temperature due to the electrons high mobility I
took the electron temperature gradient to be zero and simply set the exit electron temper-
ature to be equal to that of the last interior grid point Teij = Tei-1,j. This is not strictly
accurate if the grid is not orthogonal at the exit, but the more accurate formulation
Teiz = Tei-ij + zz + r r Tei,j+1 - Teij-1. (3.78)Z,2 + r2 , 2
when coupled with the electrical potential calculation proved to be unstable.
Centreline Boundary
The centreline boundary of the arcjet is a symmetry boundary along the axis of the thruster,
so the radial and swirl velocities are set to zero, and a zero gradient condition is imposed
on all of the other flow variables. Since the centreline boundary is one of constant r the
variables at the centreline boundary are calculated using forward differences in r and central
in C. In terms of the grid metrics, the flow variables at the centreline are calculated according
to
= -zz + rcr1  Pi+1,j - i-1ij (3.79)i,j = i,j+1 - z + rt i,j 2
Wall Boundaries
The boundary wall conditions only caused problems when modelled as plasma sheaths
rather than as solid walls or internal flow before the plasma presheath is encountered. The
problems basically arose because of large gradients in the mass fractions of the species which
occur because charged species are neutralized at walls in a real plasma.
Any solid surface immersed in a partially ionized gas develops a non-neutral sheath
adjacent to it due to the higher mobility of the electrons. The thickness of this sheath
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depends on temperature and pressure and is of the order of the Debye length. For the range
of temperatures and pressures within arcjets, the Debye length is of the order of 10- 8 - 10-6
meters. For this reason, the sheath region is neglected in the actual calculations, and the
wall boundaries should be treated as sheath boundaries.
At the wall boundaries, assuming the ion velocity at the edge of the plasma sheath is
limited by an electrostatically choked flow beyond which the ions free fall collisionlessly
through the sheath to the wall, the flow equations at the wall are simplified to
kTe = -eneE (3.80)
dx
for electrons and
d minV2 + nkTi) = eneE (3.81)
for the ions. Adding these together gives
d (miniV2 + nikTi + nekTe) = eE (n - ne), (3.82)
where eE (ni - ne) = oE--. Noting that whilst quasineutrality is not held well enough to
shield any electric fields ne ;,- ni, so integrating with respect to x yields
1 2
miniVi2 + nikTi + nikT e = 2eE2. (3.83)
2
In the pre-sheath electric pressure is still small so can be neglected. Thus
k (Te + Ti)
Vi = . M(3.84)V m
for ions and similarly for neutral species the equation is directly integrable to find
Vn = k (3.85)
These are the Bohm velocities at the sheath boundary.
To calculate the densities of the different species it is assumed that the diffusion flux
arriving at the sheath boundary is the same as the flux of ions reaching the wall at the
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Bohm velocity [52], so
pjaj kTe ective = D .p  (3.86)
If the surface is assumed to be catalytic for electron-ion recombination then aion, = 0.37 =
atoms and molecules are reflected so amolecules = 0. Thus the boundary conditions become:
For molecules:
OPm = 0. (3.87)
8Oh
For atoms:
apa,= 0.37pa m (3.88)
af Da V ma
For ions, where Dai is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient:
Opi 0.37p k (Te + Ti)
a2 D ai a '
For electrons:
'Pe 0.3 7pi k (Te + Ti)= 0(3.90)
n8^ Dai r Tmitons
From equation 3.72 the unit vectors normal to the surface are given as: On the upper
surface:
,n= - ,-z-, . (3.91)
On the lower surface:
= -r z, - . (3.92)
On the cathode tip:
=, 0) (3.93)
where As, = r2 + z.
Now for the upper surface we have
O = rZC (3.94)
As A s
which in terms of derivatives in 6 and r is
As E) = r (CzWp + 77zW-) - zC~ (GW P + 7MOO11
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= (r~ - z~r) WC + (rrCz - zC7 r) W(
(rCr ++ g P . (3.95)
But As2 = r + z, therefore
JO rcrn + zz 3.96
As 7 AS2  (396)
where n, = cn, - Wn-Il and centred differencing should be used in (.
Similarly for the lower surface
E = -WzrC +rz (3.97)As As
which leads to
JO rcr, + zczn
+As As 2 E- (3.98)
where V, = Wj+l - wPj and centred differencing should be used in (.
On the cathode tip the gradient equation becomes
JO r r,, + zzo
+ - - As2 ' (3.99)
where WC = soi+1 - cpi and centred differencing should be used in r/.
Thus for the ion density where, for example, the boundary condition on the upper and
lower walls is given by
Opi 0.37pi k (Te = CPi (3.100)
ai Dai 
when discretised becomes
( 1 ) zz, + rer i Pei+,j - Pei-l,j) (3.101)
Pei,j = 1 + iP ei z + r 2
where the upper sign is for the upper wall boundary and the lower sign is for the lower wall
boundary. On the cathode tip, ( = constant and
Pe i = 1 Pe+ -zz + rr, i Peij+l - Peij-1) (3.102)Peij ei+I - 2
1 + Z2 + r2 ,j
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Using these boundary conditions I found that the resulting sharp changes in species
densities could cause instabilities under certain circumstances. Consequently I abandoned
them in favour of the simpler condition of zero gradient as will be found at the internal to
presheath boundary rather than the presheath to sheath boundary.
For the heavy species temperature it should ideally be modelled by including a heat
transfer model in the anode block. However Miller [32] found that whether this was done
or the boundary temperature merely imposed caused no significant change in the flow be-
haviour. Thus to save computational effort the heat balance with the anode was neglected.
This left the choice of either specifying the wall temperature or applying a zero gradient con-
dition. Without any experimental seeded arcjets yet in existence, and following Oyerokun
[34] who chose zero gradient, I have so far done likewise. The likely effect of doing this is
that the walls will be hotter than would be tolerable by most materials. If cooling were then
put in place to cool the walls to tolerable temperatures a region near the walls of cooler and
thus denser gas would result. This is something to be investigated further as it may have a
substantial effect on seeded arcjet performance.
For the electron temperature due to the electrons' high mobility a zero gradient condition
was also applied.
Tei,j = T + r, Tei+l,j - Tei-ij (3.103)
is used to calculate the temperature on the 7r = constant boundaries, and
= Tei+,j - zz + rr , Tei,j+l - Tei,j-1 (3.104)
on the cathode tip. Once the electron temperature is determined, the electron pressure is
calculated. The zero gradient condition is then applied to the total static pressure (pg + Pe),
using equations of the form of 3.103 and 3.104. The heavy species pressure is then found
by subtracting the electron pressure from the total static pressure. Once the heavy species
pressure is found, the global density is then determined.
At the wall boundaries, the no-slip velocity condition is enforced. Therefore, the mass-
averaged velocities at the walls are set to zero. In other words, uz = u, = uo = 0. This
does not apply for the diffusion velocities normal to the wall boundaries, and indeed cannot
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apply if equation 3.86 is to be enforced. Therefore, the different species do have a nonzero
normal velocity at the walls equal to the diffusion velocity. It is only on aggregate that the
velocity is zero.
3.4.2 Electrical Potential Boundary Conditions
Cathode Tip
The boundary condition on the cathode tip is of the Dirichlet type, but only in a convoluted
sense. Since prediction of the potential drop in the sheath region is sketchy, at best, the
best way to assure the correct current flow throughout the core of the thruster during
numerical simulation is to specify the current on the cathode tip. As mentioned previously,
the cathode tip is made to be a flat surface for simplicity. Therefore, since this flat area of
the cathode tip is known, specifying the current on the cathode tip amounts to specifying
the current density at the boundary nodes themselves. This is achieved by the method
described at the end of section 3.3 where the specified current is enforced throughout the
constrictor and not just on the cathode tip.
Outlet Boundary
At the outlet, the current density is forced to be zero so that no current can leave the
thruster, i.e.
j ft= (aV - bVpe) i = 0 (3.105)
at all of the boundary nodes. Transforming to natural coordinates and using backward
differences for the derivatives in ( and central differences for derivatives in i yields the
difference equation used to calculate the potential at the outlet
S l Pei,j -Pei-1,j + _z + r-r- Pei.j+1 -Pei,j-1
oipj = Oi - j + M+ 2 + r2 0i'j+1 - oij-1 -ene i,j 2 z2 + n ij ene i,j
(3.106)
where the relation a = ene0 has been used in simplifying. As mentioned above, the electron
temperature can interact in a negative way with the above equation. Because of this, the
following simplified equation was used to calculate the potential at the outlet boundary:
i,= i-, + Pei,j - Pei-1,j (3.107)ene i,
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Centreline Boundary
The centreline is a symmetry boundary, so therefore, jn = 0. In transformed natural coor-
dinates and using the necessary grid metrics, the potential along the centreline is calculated
according to
=ij = ij - Pei,j+1 - Pe i,j _ 1 Zzn + rr ( l ilj - Pei+1,j - P e i - 1,j
enei,j 2 z + r2 ij eneij
(3.108)
Upper Wall Boundary
As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the grid used for potential calculations only coincides in
the region downstream of the constrictor entrance. As Figure 3-3 shows, the "upper wall"
of a portion of the potential grid does not coincide with a wall at all, but lies within a
region of the flow field. Since the current is not allowed to creep upstream, the portion
of the potential grid within the flow field is treated as an insulator. At all points of the
fluid upstream of this grid, the current density is set to zero, and no electrical potential
calculation is performed. Along the insulating portions of the upper wall, the potential is
calculated from
j = ij-+ Pei,j - Peij- +1 ziz, + +lj-i-,j Pei+l,j - Pei-l,j
enei,j 2 z +r ene /
(3.109)
This insulated portion extends to the constrictor exit. In modelling conventional arcjets this
can be done for numerical reasons [32] even though the constrictor in conventional arcjets
is usually conducting. For the case of seeded arcjets the constrictor was specifically chosen
as an insulator. This is because in conventional arcjets there is only strong ionization and
hence a conducting path in the core of the constrictor and a narrow arc is formed, but when a
readily ionizable seed is added it was expected that there would be charged particles spread
throughout the constrictor and so the current would also be uniformly spread throughout
the constrictor. With the current behaving in this manner and focused into a narrow region
in the core there is a conducting path straight to the constrictor walls, so if the constrictor
was made of an insulator it is believed that the current would attach itself immediately
without passing all the way through the constrictor, which would mean a very short high
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power are through which the propellant would pass too quickly to be substantially heated,
as is required for the arcjet to work as conceptualized.
Along the anode wall from the constrictor exit to the nozzle exit, the wall is treated as
a conductor, and the potential is set to be at a reference potential of 1000 V.
3.5 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions should be chosen as to most closely approximate the steady state
solution. Evidence can be gathered from experimental results or other numerical solutions,
and if available the best starting point is a previous solution. Getting a converged solution
in the first place, however, is no easy task, and I tried a variety of initial conditions, from
a simple subsonic isentropic flow that can be calculated empirically, to converged solutions
of Miller [32] of a conventional arcjet to which I added cesium. However the real problem
is not exactly what condition you start with but the transients experienced as the flow
moves from that initial condition to the steady state. In some cases the transients were
such wild fluctuations that they caused the code to crash, and regularly caused the flow
properties to reach maximum or minimum values when limits were prescribed. This was
eventually dealt with by placing limits on the rate of change in time of all the properties, so
that the finite timestep estimated could actually be used, without going to unusefully small
timesteps to accurately resolve the transients which for the moment we were not interested
in. This should not be a problem in a real thruster, but is merely an artifact of the finite
timestep used, and the sometimes very large rates of change predicted. Once the simulation
has settled down, the restrictions on the rate of change can be removed as the predicted
timestep is then short enough to deal with future changes. All the simulations needed a
lot of attention to get from a crude initial guess to a converged solution, and this actually
took several weeks to do. Once one converged solution is obtained, others are then readily
achievable.
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Chapter 4
Results and Conclusions
4.1 First Run
The grid used to calculate the seeded arcjet performance on, as shown in 3.1.1, was es-
sentially that of the the German TT1 thruster but with the constrictor stretched to give
a length to diameter ratio of ten. The prescribed variables such as the inlet pressure and
temperature, and the applied current, were chosen to be similar to those used by Oyerokun
[34], although in the course of obtaining a converged run these values were altered slightly.
Seed Mass Fraction
Inlet Pressure
Inlet Temperature
Applied Current
2%
x 105 Pa
500 K
17 V
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Figure 4-1: Density in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-2: Axial Momentum in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-3: Axial Velocity in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-4: Radial Momentum in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-5: Radial Velocity in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-6: Pressure in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-7: Gas Temperature in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-8: Electron Temperature in a Seeded Arcjet
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CURRENT DENSITY
Figure 4-9: Current Density in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-10: Electron Density in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-11: H 2 Mass Fraction in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-12: H Mass Fraction in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-13: H + Mass Fraction in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-14: Cs Mass Fraction in a Seeded Arcjet
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Figure 4-15: Cs+ Mass Fraction in a Seeded Arcjet
It should be noted that the total pressure in figure 4-6 is the sum of the electron and
heavy species pressures, and does not include the dynamic pressure.
Figures 4-14 and 4-15 show as was predicted that the cesium is very rapidly ionized as
it enters the constrictor region, and the resulting ions are well spread throughout, and not
concentrated in a core.
With the operating parameters as in table 4.1, it can also be seen that the electron
temperature (figure 4-8) and gas temperature (figure 4-7) do not get high enough to cause
any significant dissociation or ionization above the artificial minimum level, which was set
for numerical reasons. This can be seen in figure 4-11 for the H2 mass fraction, figure 4-12
for the H mass fraction, and figure 4-13 for the H+ mass fraction.
Since the hydrogen is not dissociated or ionized, but the cesium is nearly fully ionized
throughout most of the constrictor, the current density (figure 4-9 follows the profile of
the cesium ions, and as such is also almost uniformly spread across the constrictor. When
passing through the arec attachment region on the anode, there is no noticeable dissociation
or ionization, and no ionizational instabilities were observed, that could cause the hydrogen
to ignite and revert to conventional operation.
Looking again at the gas and electron temperatures, significant non-equilibrium can
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be seen to exist with the electron temperature a couple of thousand Kelvin hotter in the
constrictor. It should also be noted that these temperatures are similar in both value and
profile as those obtained by Oyerokun [34].
Figure 4-2 of the axial momentum, shows that as the working fluid is heated it accelerates
through the constrictor. The specific impulse obtained is only 550 s as seen in figure 4-3
which is low since the gas is not very hot when it leaves the constrictor and is accelerated
in the nozzle, so does not have much thermal energy to convert to kinetic energy. Also the
presence of cesium being much heavier than hydrogen slows the overall exhaust velocity
since it requires more energy to accelerate it to a given speed than hydrogen does.
4.2 Comparison to Conventional Arcjets
For comparison of the seeded arcjet to a conventional arcjet, I have included figures made
from Miller's data. [32]
x 10"4 DENSITY
6- denssly0-.0306 Kg m-3; conours 0.0015 Kg m-3
5
. 0.030
3
2
1-
0
0.005 0.01 0015 0.02 0.025 003 0.035
z im
Figure 4-16: Density in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-17: Axial Momentum in a Conventional Arcjet
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z Im
Figure 4-18: Axial Velocity in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-19: Radial Momentum in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-20: Radial Velocity in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-21: Pressure in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-22: Gas Temperature in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-23: Electron Temperature in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-24: Current Density in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-25: Electron Density in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-26: H2 Mass Fraction in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-27: H Mass Fraction in a Conventional Arcjet
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Figure 4-28: H+ Mass Fraction in a Conventional Arcjet
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In a conventional arcjet the gas is heated much more strongly in the core region, and
so a significant temperature difference exists between the core and the walls. (Figures 4-7
and 4-22). In the seeded arcjet the temperatures experienced are much lower and so the
temperature is much more uniformly distributed in the radial direction, except for right at
the cathode tip where the heating is especially strong. This will also have been affected by
the fact that so far I have used zero temperature gradient conditions at the walls following
the method of Oyerokun [34]. However in reality no material would be able to withstand
the very high gas temperatures, and so the walls would have to be cooled: Probably by
regenerative cooling with the incoming hydrogen. Thus in future, before a self consistent
heat model with the anode block is incorporated, a more realistic boundary condition would
be to impose a wall temperature of say 1000 K. This wall cooling should have the effect of
creating a cooler, denser outer flow, but with a temperature drop of 2500 - 1000 K rather
than of 20000 - 1000 K the seeded arcjet temperature will still be much more uniformly
distributed.
The density (figures 4-1 and 4-16) follows the profile of the temperature in that higher
temperature regions have lower density, and thus the argument as to the temperature dis-
tribution also applies to the density. Whilst the conventional arcjet has a low density, hot
core and a high density cool outer flow, the flow inside a seeded arcjet is almost uniformly
heated and radially distributed.
The heating is due to the current pushed through the plasma, and as shown in figures
4-9 and 4-24 there is a big contrast between seeded and conventional arcjet operation. In the
conventional arcjet the current is confined to a narrow core region where ionized hydrogen
is present, whereas for the seeded arcjet the current as the temperature is nearly uniformly
distributed. One implication of this is that if the constrictor of a seeded arcjet was made
of a conductor then the current would probably attach at the earliest possible location, at
the entrance to the constrictor. If the current were allowed to attach in such a manner
without passing down the length of the constrictor, then the propellant flowing through the
plasma would just experience a very brief interval of passing through the strong current and
would not be greatly heated. The seeded arcjet needs the comparatively long constrictor
since the current and temperature are less, to supply the energy to the gas to heat it to
a high temperature. In this run the heavy species are a couple of thousand Kelvin cooler
than the electrons, indicating that a longer constrictor still, say with a length to diameter
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ratio of twenty, would be preferable to allow the gas to heat up more closely to the electron
temperature.
The hydrogen in the conventional arcjet is mostly molecular in the outer flow, transi-
tioning to ionized in the core where the current flows as shown in figures 4-26, 4-27, 4-28.
In a seeded arcjet at the operating conditions of table 4.1, the hydrogen is fully molecular
throughout the flow, whereas the cesium rapidly transitions from fully atomic to fully ion-
ized as it enters the constrictor where there is heating by the current. (figures 4-11 to 4-15).
This was the desired operating condition which should produce minimum frozen losses.
The first run of the seeded arcjet only produced a specific impulse of 550 s compared to
1030 s for the conventional arcjet. This is mainly due to insufficient heating, suggesting the
use of a longer constrictor or more applied current, but also due to the differing chemical
composition. As already said, the addition of cesium reduces the specific impulse because
of it's higher mass, but also since the hydrogen is undissociated for the seeded arcjet. In the
conventional arcjet the hydrogen is appreciably dissociated in the exhaust plane, meaning
that for the conventional arcjet a lot of the exhaust is atomic or ionized hydrogen with
weighs half of molecular hydrogen.
4.3 Increased Current Run
Since the gas in the first run was not that strongly heated, and certainly not near to being
dissociated or ionized, it was decided to turn up the current, since this was easier to do
than stretching the constrictor. The new operating conditions were:
Seed Mass Fraction
Inlet Pressure
Inlet Temperature
Applied Current
2%
x 10 Pa
500 K
30 V
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Figure 4-29: Increased Current Run Gas Temperature
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Figure 4-30: Increased Current Run Electron Temperature
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Figure 4-31: Increased Current Run H 2 Mass Fraction
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Figure 4-32: Increased Current Run H Mass Fraction
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Figure 4-33: Increased Current Run H+ Mass Fraction
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Figure 4-34: Increased Current Run Cs+ Mass Fraction
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A current of 30 Amps pushed to electron temperature up to 10000 K, and the gas
temperature up to 4100 K, as can be seen in figure 4-30 and 4-29. Such high temperatures
the cesium ionizes earlier in the arcjet and more fully, so is fully ionized by the time it
reaches the inlet to the constrictor, which means that the current is even more uniformly
distributed than in the first run. As the heavy species are heated by collisions with the
hotter electrons, the gas temperature rises slowly through the constrictor, dissociating the
hydrogen. The molecular hydrogen mass fraction drops slowly from 100% to 88% while
the atomic hydrogen mass fraction climbs to 12%. (Figures 4-11 to 4-15). The hotter
temperature and partially dissociated hydrogen produce a higher specific impulse, which
for this run was found to be 755 s.
Despite the electron temperature in the arec attachment region of 9400 K, well in excess
of Oyerokun's stability limit of 7000 K, [34] the ionized hydrogen is still seen to be at a
minimal level. This may be due to the short residence time in this location, but needs
further investigation. Oyerukun [34] said in his thesis that that diffusion, convection, and
radiation would all help in damping out the instabilities, which is probably what we are
seeing here where diffusion and convection are included.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
The two dimensional code developed proves to within the limitations of the code, that
it is indeed possible to run a cesium seeded hydrogen arcjet thruster in a regime where
the hydrogen is fully molecular, yet the cesium is fully ionized, due to the difference in
the dissociation and ionization energies of hydrogen and the ionization energy of cesium,
and also the electron-heavy temperature disparity which favours ionization rather than
dissociation. This should lead to much higher efficiencies since the frozen losses will be
greatly reduced.
No ionizational instability was encountered at the arec attachment region on the anode,
even when the electron temperature there was in excess of Oyerokun's stability limit of
7000K , [34] above which it was predicted that any significant dissociation would then lead
to runaway ionization.
As predicted by Oyerokun [34] the current density was uniformly distributed in the
constrictor, the implication of which is that the constrictor must be made of an insulator.
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Due to the high temperatures encountered in the seeded arcjet this poses a problem since few
materials are able to withstand such high temperatures and ceramics which can withstand
the heat become semiconducting at those temperatures. Consequently it is predicted that
some sort of regenerative cooling will be required.
With the current supplied over a much larger distance than conventional arcjets and
the conductivity being less, the electric potential drop is much larger. This has the ef-
fect of making the potential drop at the the sheaths much less significant. Whereas in a
conventional arcjet this loss may be ten percent it is only about one percent in a seeded
arcjet.
More work still needs to be done on the results, starting with obtaining quantitative
measures of the frozen losses and the efficiencies, which time does not permit at the time
of writing of this thesis.
The viscous effects still need to be formally analysed although so far they appear to be
much weaker than previously thought when a limit of a length to diameter ratio of ten was
chosen, suggesting that a ratio of twenty or even larger may be suitable. The boundary
layer has not been seen to grow significantly in the constrictor, probably because the flow
is being strongly accelerated, but this needs examining in detail.
With respect to the code itself, as mentioned in section 3.4 the boundary conditions
on the mass fractions were simplified for stability during startup. These need returning to
the more physically boundary conditions on the so far converged runs. At the walls the
temperature should probably be set to a specified level, and later a heat balance model with
the anode block needs incorporating. The overall performance characteristics will probably
be an overestimate since radiation may be a significant source of loss with cesium present in
the flow, and will certainly provide another mechanism for energy transport, so a radiation
model also needs including in future. As one point with regard to the stability of the system,
if I was rewriting the code I would certainly use an implicit method and not an explicit
one. It is my firm belief that the extra effort in writing an implicit code and the extra
computational effort per iteration, would be well worth it for the extra stability gained.
In terms of results produced, more runs need to be done to obtain a range of results
especially with difference inlet pressures, applied currents, seed mass fractions, and con-
strictor lengths. This should illustrate the trends of performance within a seeded arcjet,
and suggest the optimum design.
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Whilst more work needs to be done on the numerical model, and an operating range
mapped out with simulations, I believe that this work together with the work of Oyerokun
[34] has proved that the basic concept of seeding an arcjet with an alkali metal works. As
well as improved numerical calculations the next major step is building and testing of a
prototype. I would be greatly interested to see the results of experimental work.
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Fundamental Constants
Pi
Boltzmann's constant
Planck's constant
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Avogadro's number
Universal gas constant
Electronic Charge
Permittivity of vacuum
Permeability of vacuum
Atomic mass unit
Gravitational acceleration
Electron mass
Hydrogen atomic mass
Nitrogen atomic mass
Cesium atomic mass
Dissociation energy (H2)
Dissociation energy (N2 )
Ionization energy (H)
Ionization energy (N)
Ionization energy (Cs)
Vibrational Temperature (H 2)
Energy of 1 Kelvin
Temperature of 1 eV
Atmospheric pressure
r = 3.1415926536
k = 1.380658 x 10 - 2 3
h = 6.6261 x 10- 3 4
aSB = 5.6705 x 10- 8
L = NA = 6.0221367 x 1023
R = NAk = 8.31435
e = 1.6022 x 10- 19
Eo = 8.854187817 x 10- 12
po = 47r x 10- 7
m, = 1.6605402 x 10-27
ge = 9.81
me = 9.1093897 x 10 - 3 1
mH = 1.6737 x 10- 2 7
mN = 2.3258 x 10-26
mcs = 2.2069 x 10-25
7.236 x 10- 19
1.570 x 10- 18
2.179 x 10-18
2.329 x 10-18
6.200 x 10- 19
6160
k/e = 8.6174 x 10- 5
elk = 1.1604 x 104
Po = 1.01325 x 105
JK-1
Js
Wm- 2K-4
mol- 1
JK-lmol-1
C
Fm- 1
Hm-1
kg
m s
-
2
kg
kg
kg
kg
J
J
J
J
J
K
eV
K
Pa
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Appendix B
Equilibrium Constants
Table B.1: Equilibrium Constants for the
(from JANAF Thermochemical Tables)
Hydrogen and Nitrogen Dissociation Reactions
Temperature (K) logKp
'H2 = H N2 N
200 -54.325 -120.419
400 -25.876 -58.710
600 -16.335 -38.084
800 -11.538 -27.746
1000 -8.644 -21.530
1200 -6.705 -17.377
1400 -5.313 -14.407
1600 -4.264 -12.175
1800 -3.446 -10.437
2000 -2.788 -9.045
2200 -2.249 -7.905
2400 -1.798 -6.954
2600 -1.415 -6.148
2800 -1.087 -5.457
3000 -0.801 -4.857
3200 -0.551 -4.332
3400 -0.330 -3.867
3600 -0.133 -3.455
3800 0.044 -3.085
4000 0.203 -2.751
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Table B.1: continued
Temperature (K) logKp
H 2 -= H N 2  N
4200 0.347 -2.449
4400 0.478 -2.175
4600 0.598 -1.923
4800 0.708 -1.693
5000 0.809 -1.480
5200 0.902 -1.283
5400 0.989 -1.101
5600 1.069 -0.931
5800 1.144 -0.773
6000 1.213 -0.625
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Appendix
Collision Cross Sections
Table C.1: Total Collision Cross Sections for Electron Collisions
0
Temperature (K) Qij (A 2 )
e-H 2 e-N 2 e-H e-N
1000 10.1 5.05 -
2000 11.3 7.70 - 30.7
3000 12.6 8.85 26.01 21.8
4000 13.4 9.50 24.54 19.3
5000 14.2 9.85 23.20 17.7
6000 14.8 10.1 21.96 16.7
7000 15.5 10.2 20.83 16.3
8000 15.9 10.2 19.80 15.9
9000 16.4 10.0 18.86 15.5
10000 16.9 9.90 17.99 15.3
11000 17.3 9.80 17.18 15.0
12000 17.6 10.0 16.44 14.8
13000 17.8 10.5 15.76 14.7
14000 18.0 10.8 15.11 14.6
15000 18.2 11.2 14.52 14.4
16000 18.3 11.5 13.96 14.3
17000 18.4 11.9 13.43 14.2
18000 18.5 12.4 12.93 14.0
19000 18.5 13.1 12.47 13.8
20000 18.4 13.8 12.02 13.7
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C
Table C.1: continued
Temperature (K) Qij (A 2)
e-H 2 e-N 2 e-H e-N
21000 18.3 15.7 - 13.5
22000 18.2 18.9 - 13.3
23000 18.0 24.8 - 13.1
24000 17.8 26.8 - 13.0
25000 17.6 27.9 - 12.8
26000 17.4 28.9 - -
27000 17.2 29.5 - -
28000 17.0 29.8 - -
29000 16.7 30.0 - -
30000 16.4 29.8 - -
31000 16.3 29.1 - -
32000 16.0 27.8 - -
33000 15.7 25.4 - -
34000 15.4 23.0 - -
35000 15.2 21.0
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Appendix D
Collision Integrals
Table D.1: Diffusion Collision Integrals for Hydrogen Interactions
Temp (K) (i ) (A 2)
H2-H 2 H2 -H H 2 -e H-H H-H+ H-e
1000 5.21 4.16 3.81 5.24 - -
2000 4.37 3.27 4.58 4.13 - -
3000 3.79 2.80 4.99 3.57 - -
4000 3.42 2.49 5.23 3.23 - -
5000 3.14 2.27 5.33 3.03 27.7 6.85
6000 2.93 2.09 5.35 2.88 27.0 6.29
7000 2.75 1.94 5.30 2.76 26.4 5.82
8000 2.60 2.37 5.21 2.62 26.0 5.43
9000 2.47 2.25 5.09 2.48 25.5 5.09
10000 2.36 2.14 4.95 2.36 25.2 4.80
11000 2.26 2.04 4.81 2.25 24.8 4.54
12000 2.17 1.95 4.67 2.15 24.5 4.31
13000 2.09 1.87 4.52 2.07 24.2 4.11
14000 2.02 1.80 4.37 1.99 24.0 3.92
15000 1.95 1.74 4.23 1.92 23.7 3.76
16000 - - 4.10 - 23.5 3.61
17000 - - 3.97 - 23.3 3.47
18000 - - 3.85 - 23.1 3.34
19000 - - 3.73 - 22.9 3.23
20000 - - 3.62 - 22.8 3.12
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Table D.1: continued
Temp (K) (') (A 2 )
H2 - H 2 H112 -H H 2 -e H-H H-H+ H - e
21000 - - 3.51 - 22.6 3.03
22000 - - 3.41 - 22.4 2.94
23000 - - 3.32 - 22.3 2.86
24000 - - 3.23 - 22.1 2.79
25000 - - 3.14 - 22.0 2.72
26000 - - 3.06 - 21.9 2.66
27000 - - 2.99 - 21.8 2.60
28000 - - 2.92 - 21.6 2.55
29000 - - 2.85 - 21.5 2.51
30000 - - 2.79 - 21.4 2.46
31000 - - 2.73 - 21.3 2.43
32000 - - 2.67 - 21.2 2.39
33000 - - 2.62 - 21.1 2.36
34000 - - 2.56 - 21.0 2.33
35000 - - 2.51 - 21.0 2.31
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Table D.2: Diffusion Collision Integrals for Nitrogen Interactions
Temp (K) (0 ')) (A2)
N 2 -N 2 N 2 -N N-N N - N+
1000 9.13 8.21 6.46 34.3
2000 7.55 6.84 5.36 31.4
3000 6.76 6.10 4.83 30.0
4000 6.24 5.60 4.48 29.0
5000 5.87 5.22 4.21 28.3
6000 5.59 4.93 4.00 27.7
7000 5.34 4.68 3.82 27.3
8000 5.16 4.48 3.68 26.9
9000 5.00 4.30 3.52 26.5
10000 4.86 4.15 3.43 26.2
11000 4.73 4.01 3.33 25.9
12000 4.62 3.88 3.24 25.7
13000 4.52 3.77 3.15 25.4
14000 4.43 3.67 3.06 25.2
15000 4.35 3.58 2.99 25.0
16000 - - 2.92 24.8
17000 - - 2.85 24.6
18000 - - 2.79 24.5
19000 - - 2.74 24.3
20000 - - 2.69 24.2
21000 - - - 24.0
22000 - - 23.9
23000 - - - 23.8
24000 - - - 23.7
25000 - - 23.6
26000 - - - 23.5
27000 - - - 23.4
28000 - - - 23.3
29000 - - - 23.2
30000 - - - 23.1
31000 - - - 23.0
32000 - - - 22.9
33000 - - - 22.8
34000 - - - 22.7
35000 - - - 22.6
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Table D.3: Viscosity Collision Integrals for Hydrogen Interactions
Temp (K) ( ,2) (A 2 )
H2-H 2 H 2 -H H 2 -e H-H H-H+ H-e
1000 6.00 5.13 4.18 5.95 -
2000 5.33 4.10 4.94 4.74 -
3000 4.73 3.55 5.31 4.12 -
4000 4.29 3.35 5.44 3.74 - -
5000 3.97 2.91 5.42 3.50 13.6 5.81
6000 3.71 2.69 5.30 3.28 12.5 5.27
7000 3.50 2.52 5.13 3.06 11.6 4.83
8000 3.32 2.37 4.92 2.88 10.8 4.47
9000 3.17 2.25 4.71 2.73 10.2 4.15
10000 3.03 2.14 4.49 2.60 9.60 3.89
11000 2.91 2.04 4.28 2.50 9.10 3.65
12000 2.81 1.95 4.08 2.42 8.66 3.44
13000 2.71 1.87 3.89 2.34 8.26 3.27
14000 2.62 1.80 3.71 2.25 7.90 3.11
15000 2.54 1.74 3.55 2.18 7.57 3.00
16000 - - 3.39 2.09 7.27 2.84
17000 - - 3.25 2.02 6.99 2.73
18000 - - 3.12 1.96 6.74 2.63
19000 - - 3.00 1.89 6.50 2.54
20000 - - 2.89 1.84 6.27 2.46
21000 - - 2.79 1.78 6.07 2.40
22000 - - 2.70 1.73 5.87 2.33
23000 - - 2.61 1.68 5.69 2.27
24000 - - 2.54 1.63 5.51 2.23
25000 - - 2.46 1.59 5.35 2.19
26000 - - 2.40 1.55 5.19 2.15
27000 - - 2.33 1.51 5.04 2.12
28000 - - 2.27 1.48 4.90 2.10
29000 - - 2.22 1.45 4.77 2.08
30000 - - 2.17 1.42 4.64 2.06
31000 - - 2.12 1.39 4.52 2.05
32000 - - 2.07 1.36 4.41 2.04
33000 - - 2.03 1.34 4.30 2.04
34000 - - 1.99 1.31 4.19 2.04
35000 - - 1.95 1.29 4.09 2.04
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Table D.4: Viscosity Collision Integrals for Nitrogen Interactions
Temp (K) I,-2) (A2)
N 2 -N 2 N 2 -N N-N N-N+
1000 10.4 9.82 7.24 13.3
2000 8.86 8.27 5.97 10.5
3000 8.07 7.43 5.36 9.15
4000 7.55 6.85 4.96 8.33
5000 7.17 6.42 4.70 7.74
6000 6.87 6.08 4.46 7.26
7000 6.64 5.80 4.28 6.85
8000 6.43 5.56 4.14 6.48
9000 6.26 5.36 4.01 6.15
10000 6.11 5.17 3.89 5.84
11000 5.98 5.01 3.79 5.56
12000 5.86 4.87 3.70 5.31
13000 5.75 4.73 3.61 5.07
14000 5.65 4.61 3.53 4.86
15000 5.56 4.50 3.45 4.66
16000 - - 3.38 4.48
17000 - - 3.32 4.31
18000 - - 3.26 4.15
19000 - - 3.20 4.00
20000 - - 3.14 3.87
21000 - - - 3.74
22000 - - - 3.62
23000 - - - 3.52
24000 - - - 3.41
25000 - - - 3.32
26000 - - - 3.24
27000 - - - 3.16
28000 - - 3.07
29000 - - - 2.99
30000 - - - 2.91
31000 - - - 2.85
32000 - - - 2.79
33000 - - 2.73
34000 - - - 2.67
35000 - - - 2.61
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Table D.5: Non-dimensional Collision Integrals for Charged Particle Interactions
F,) )F( 2 ,2) 1,1) F(2,2
P P Mac I Mac
-7.0 -6.051 -5.102 -5.532 -4.887
-6.8 -5.897 -4.947 -5.372 -4.725
-6.6 -5.745 -4.792 -5.212 -4.563
-6.4 -5.593 -4.638 -5.053 -4.401
-6.2 -5.442 -4.485 -4.894 -4.238
-6.0 -5.292 -4.332 -4.734 -4.074
-5.8 -5.142 -4.181 -4.573 -3.911
-5.6 -4.994 -4.030 -4.410 -3.749
-5.4 -4.846 -3.881 -4.245 -3.588
-5.2 -4.700 -3.732 -4.077 -3.430
-5.0 -4.554 -3.584 -3.906 -3.276
-4.8 -4.409 -3.437 -3.733 -3.126
-4.6 -4.265 -3.291 -3.558 -2.980
-4.4 -4.123 -3.146 -3.382 -2.840
-4.2 -3.981 -3.002 -3.206 -2.704
-4.0 -3.840 -2.859 -3.030 -2.572
-3.8 -3.700 -2.717 -2.855 -2.443
-3.6 -3.561 -2.576 -2.683 -2.316
-3.4 -3.422 -2.436 -2.514 -2.189
-3.2 -3.285 -2.297 -2.348 -2.063
-3.0 -3.149 -2.158 -2.187 -1.934
-2.8 -3.013 -2.011 -2.029 -1.803
-2.6 -2.878 -1.884 -1.876 -1.669
-2.4 -2.743 -1.748 -1.727 -1.531
-2.2 -2.609 -1.612 -1.582 -1.390
-2.0 -2.475 -1.477 -1.441 -1.246
-1.8 -2.341 -1.341 -1.305 -1.098
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Table D.5: continued
o j I -(1,1) (2,2) 1,1) T(2,2)SPaq Paq Mac Mac
-1.6 -2.207 -1.205 -1.171 -0.9478
-1.4 -2.071 -1.069 -1.041 -0.7956
-1.2 -1.935 -0.9320 -0.914 -0.6418
-1.0 -1.797 -0.7940 -0.7880 -0.4865
-0.8 -1.657 -0.6524 -0.6640 -0.3299
-0.6 -1.514 -0.5084 -0.5406 -0.1718
-0.4 -1.366 -0.3605 -0.4171 -0.01189
-0.2 -1.213 -0.2074 -0.2926 0.1504
0.0 -1.053 -0.04749 -0.1657 0.3160
0.2 -0.8833 0.1209 -0.03529 0.4858
0.4 -0.7026 0.2999 0.1003 0.6612
0.6 -0.5078 0.4920 0.2427 0.8435
0.8 -0.2960 0.6996 0.3940 1.034
1.0 -0.06429 0.9251 0.5563 1.235
1.2 0.1900 1.170 0.7315 1.445
1.4 0.4680 1.435 0.9213 1.667
1.6 0.7686 1.715 1.127 1.898
1.8 1.087 2.006 1.347 2.137
2.0 1.416 2.297 1.582 2.380
2.2 1.741 2.580 1.827 2.625
2.4 2.049 2.848 2.078 2.869
2.6 2.330 3.100 2.330 3.108
2.8 2.588 3.338 2.579 3.343
3.0 2.829 3.567 2.821 3.571
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